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Executive summary

Current policy problems in resource management include pervasive land management problems for
which there is little central government financial support yet widespread concern amongst farmers.
The Resource Management Act 1991 devolves responsibilities for land management to regional
councils. and requires that those affected by council decisions are consulted. This requiremen:t
creates an opportunity for innovative and more participatory approaches to land man,agement.
North American experience of local fisheries managem:en1 identifies a model of co-operative
management. That model involves bin.ding legal arrangements that ensure collaboration between
resource users and government agencies. This co-operative approach appears to improve resource
management outcomes.
Elements of the North American co-operative management experience occur in New Zealand land·'
managemen:t initiatives. These elements include the presence of an undeniable resource crisis,
clearly defined resource user gr()ups often based on catchment boundaries, distinct rural farming.
communities, and a government agency with a local mandate. Agency or land user representatives
provide direction and energy for the process.
In New Zealand there is no obligat~on for parties to co-operate over land management although the
potential for co-operative approaches exists. On the one hand there are uncertainties about the
beneficial outcomes of co-management. On the other there is a distinct willingness to explore the
potential for those benefits. AS a first step land users (i.e. farmers) need time to develop groupings
appropriate to the situation. Landcare groups that are emerging may be the pre-cursors of fully
developed co-management approaches. For their part government agencies must have policies and
processes which allow a meaningful response to these land user groupings.
The exten~ to which co-operative management between governmen:t agencies and land users can
provide for the expression of third-party interests is unknown. Non-farming members of rural
communities, as well as those based in urban communities, have opinions on land management
issues.
Negotiation amongst rural cOnimunity members. and land users may produce a shared understanding
of the need for partieular approaches to land management problems. Responsibilities for initiating
and funding such negotiation processes must be assigned.
. .
Opportunities for input to national and regional poiiCy statements may satisfy those wishing to
express a perspective on land management problems. The policy statements may also enable the
wider public to participate in defining environmental standards or "bottom-lines". Third parties
often ilfticulat~ concerns that become matters of public poliCy.
New Zealand's evolving experience with co-operative approaches to land management will require
continued monitoring so that the successful processes and outcomes that emerge can be
communicated to groups that may find such approaches beneficial.

iii

iv

Preface

Land management policies in New Zealand have had several distinct phases. The_post~War drive
to expand substantially pastoral production was characterised by an increased reliance on
technological and chemical inputs. A publicly funded infrastructure provided farmers and rural
communities with farm advisory•services, subsidy programmes, arid financial assistance to recover
from natural disasters and adverse climatic events.
In the 1970s people began to' question the wisdom of this orientation. A shift in public opinion
reflected changing attitudes towards theuse.of·natural resources and the impact of production and
develoPtnent on the environment. The economic restructuring and reorganisation of state agencies
implemented by the fourth Labour Government in the mid-1980s resulted in a withdrawalof farm
services and funding sources. The move towards market allocation of resources and fiscal restraint
led to the removal or reduction of subsidies.
The change has meant some land uses are not sustainable in terms of their iinpact on soil resources
or their economic viability. There are also parts of New Zealand where current l~md use problems
.
are not confined to individual property boundaries.
The response to these problems has varied significantly. In some cases, central government has
provided financial incentives to· generate change or to provide short-term assistance. In other
situations land users have attempted to develop productive systems that are more suited to the
resource base. When crises d~velop, the overall response has tended t.o occur largely through central
. government initiative.
Although land management initiatives are adopted with the. intention of including those experiencing
land use problems, the complex interaction between physical, economic, financial, and social factors
has generally been overlooked. While understanding varies with regard to physical, economic and'
financial factors, the role of those affected and the process of their inclusion is generally not we'll
understood.
.y.
Economic and social impediments. to change' can be based on a lack of access to information.
Individuals are often unaware of the source of necessary information and advice. A further
constraint appears to be the inconsistent data bases that are. used by different groups. Other·
impediments include an inability of individuals to perceive problems that ocCur on their own
properties, social pressure to conform, short-term financial constraints~ infrastructure constraints,
infleXIble institutional arrangements, and inadequate policy-making processes to facilitate change.
One area that warrants attention involves the breaking down of information monopolies; that is,.
situations where particular information regarding some natural or social phenomenon is specific to
a particular social grouping. All parties are likely to benefit significantly when data gathering and
. analysis functions are decentralised to the most appropriate management level.
The challenge facing New Zealand land policy makers is to investigate approaches to land
management where all knowledge or information about the resource is incorporated in decisions.
It is hypothesised that movement towards sustainable development and management of natural
resources depends on resource users being empowered to identify and resolve issues that they are
associated with. There is interest in exploring approaches to land management that involve' cooperation between land policy makers and those affected by policy making.
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CHAPTER 1

Trends inland management policy
1.1

Pre-1984:fannet-friendly policies

Land management practices in New Zealand have traditionally been determined by several major
policy areas. Over. much Of the period of European settlement these policies have been closely
identified with agricultural development. Agricultural products, and especially animal products,have
long been New Zealand's leading exports.
First and foremost of these pOliCies were· various agricul~ural and land development support.
programmeS; Land·settlement policies enacted as successive Land Acts sought to increase pastoral.
and agricultural production by opening up unproductive or under-utilised land. 1 . In the 1960s, the
decline in the area of readily available land coupled with a decline in the terms of trade, saw the
.emphasis shift to agricultural support programmes. Under these programmes producers received .
substanti~ll government assistance to increase production. These programmes continued to expand .
over the next 20, years. By the 1980s support programmes included production subsidies, tax
deferrals, stock retention incentive payments, the Livestock Incentive Scheme, the Supplementary
Minimum Price scheme, and the Land Development Encouragement Loan SCheme.2 Much of the
development took place on land that was both.physically and economically marginal for agricultural
purposes.
.
Another major land management initiative followed from the formalisation of soil conservation.
objectives under the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 1941. The passage of the Act gave
formal expression to a long-standing public interest in the .maintenance and preservation of land
resources., Essentially the legislative structure provided for centralised agencies to direct soil
conservation programmes with regionally based catchment boards as delivery agencies. Under the
Act early soil conservation' activities were directed towards promotion, education, advice and
demonstration, coupled with erosion control works for predominantly off-site benefits. 3 During the
1950s emphasis' shifted towards on~farm erosion conttolreflecting the importance attached to
increased agricultural production. An overall emphasis on soil cpnservation works was encouraged
by central government subsidy support.
Paralleling arrangements for the achievement of soil conservation objectives were similar
arrangemeIits for the control of agricultural pests· and weeds. Control of pests and weeds had been
accomplished largely'within the framework of problem specific legislation such as the, various Rabbit
Acts and the Nassella TussockAct1946. This legislation typically provided for control of agricultural
pests and weeds through local control boards. Subsequently, comprehensive provision for the
control of pests and weeds was provided through the Noxious Plants Act 1978 and the Agricultural
Pests Destruction Act 1967. Under the comprehensive legislation centralised agencies a<iministered
weed and pest control pr9gramm~s with locally based Pest Destruction Boards and Noxious Plants
Authorities as ,delivery agencies.

1

W.R. Jourdain, Land Legislation and Settlement in New Zealand (1925).

2

Laurence Tyler & Ralph Lattimore,Assistance to agriculture in R. Sandrey & R. Reynolds
(eds), Farming Without Subsidies, 60,-79 (1990).

3

L.W. McCaskill, Hold This Land, 100,"124 (1973).
1

Post~1984:

1.2

user pays

By 1983 it was apparent that t~e .level of agricultural support was unsustainable. The period after
1984 saw dramatic changes in the arrangements for the achievementoflandmanagelllent objectives.
With a change of' government in 1984 government, policies were increasingly directed towards,
enhancing overall economic efficiency; Agricultural support programmes were either terminated or
otherWise adjusted with the intention of placing agriculture and other indus~ries on the ~ame footing.
As part of the reforms, subsidies available for catchment works were' reduced. As from 1987,
governmt:mt policies were directed towards encouraging regional administration and funding of water
and soil conservation.4 The shift away from farm~based soil conservation was signalled by the,
National Water and Soil Conservation Authority'S 1987 policy that defined soil conservation as,
"The managementofland to maintain New Zealand's soil and water resources to provide the widest
range of sustainable benefits for the needs and aspirations Of present and future generations.,,5 The
National Water and Soil Conservation Authority was abolished shortly thereafter and responsibilities
for soil conservation were tranSferred to catchment authorities and the Ministry fot the
Environment. Catchment authorities were themselves subsumed' within a new regional tier of
government (regional councils) in 1 9 8 9 . '
'

Local and regional government also assumed greater responsibility for routine local weed and pest
management services. The Noxious Plants Council and the Agricultural Pests Destruction Council
were abolished in 1989 and the roles and responsibilities for weed and pest management were
'
transferred to regional authorities."
The net effect of the changes was that policies for land management 'addressed a wider range of
objectives, than those relating to agricultural production. The policy changes also placed more
. responsibility for the funding of services related to the achievement of land management Objectives
on the ben~ficiaries of those services, that is, 'user pays'.
Although government economic restructuring had a profound impact in lessening the impact of land'
management practices on the environment,6 economic restructuring was not seen as an end in itself.
Rather, land management poliCies b~me subsumed within policies purposely directed towards the
' ,
sustainable use of natural resources.

Post~ 1991:

1.3

'sustainability rules

The latter ,phase of changes in land management policies coinCided with a major review of resource
management laws that began in 1986. the review resulted in the Resource Management Act 1991.
Its single purpose is to promote the sUstainable management of natural and physical resources?
The link between economic restructuring and sustainable use policies aild the rights and
,resPQ~ibilities of the various interests in lan4 management'has remained somewhat confused.

4

s
6

7

Ron Sandrey, Theregulatory environment, in Sandrey & Reynolds supra note 2

104~106.

NWASCA Circular No. 1987/13, Soil conservation policy, 1 December 1987.
,Guy Salmon, Balance. In: Environment meets EConomics:, 1986 Debate series,
Environmental Council and Ministry for the Environment 29~32 (1987).
Resource Management Act 1991 s. 5. '
2

Under the Resource Management Act 1991, regional councils have specific functions including: "the
establishment, implementation and review of objectives, policies and methods to achieve integr~ted
management of the natural and physical resources of the region".8 Specifically the Act provides for
regional policy statements to' achieve the purpose of the Act and detaiis the matters to be dealt with
in such statements. These include policies with respect to significant issues; the methods chosen,
the monitoring of performance; and a duty to consult.9
.
·
Central government still retains a significant role in the achievement of land management objectives.
Weeds and pests capable of causing extensive destruction of resources with national benefits are
deemed to warrant central government involvement. ·Central governin~nt has indicated that it will
meet funding responsibilities, in conjunction with regional authorities, in selected cases such as
. .
rabbit management.
Central government also has key responsibilities under the Resource Management Act 199J.: Central
government is responsible for national policy statements on resource management issues of national.
importance and no regional policy may be inconsistent with a national policy.10 Moreover, the
Minister for the Environment is obliged to monitor the effect and implementation ofthe ~ct.l1 In
short, land management policies are now inextricably linked to the procedures and processes of the
Resource Management Act 1991.

1.4

Discussion

Changes in land management pOlicies can be viewed in the context of government's concern for
efficiency in the provision of government services. In particular, the move away from specialised
agencies and the location of land management policies within the regional planning process is
intended to ensure consistency across the various dimensions of land management.
Although an objective evaluation of land management performance would be an extraordinarily
difficult task, recent changes in proCedures and processes allow a greater range of decision-making
approaches. A limitation of the pre-1984 arrangements was that they centred on technological
approaches to resolving problems in land management. Although technOlogy has ~ts place, the
intractability of major problems in land management suggests that the issues involved are.'riletaproblems'.12 Meta-problems are distinguished by such characteristiCs as difficulty in reaching a
consensus definition of the problem, the essential presence of multiple disciplines and perspectives,
and the prerequisite to their solution being a fundamental Change in social values and institutional
arrangements. Arguably whatever the achievements of the earlier arrangements, they were limited
in their ability to address the sorts of complex interactions contributing to meta-problems in land
management.

8

Ibid. s. 30.

9

Ibid. s. 62, First Schedule.

10

Ibid. ss. 45, 55.

11

Ibid. s. 24.

12

T. O'Riordan, Perspectives in Resource Management, 1-3 (1971).

3

.

,

,

.

The Ministry for the Environment now has direct responsibilities for. the achievement of resource
management outcomes.. The Ministry has an interest, or rather an obligatioQ, in ensuring that the
methods chosen for the achievement of land management outcomes are successful. The
arrangements are not straightforward. Although land management objectives are to be part of the
regional planning process, it is farmers and other land users who are primarily responsible for.
funding the provision ofl:mdmanag~ment services. In addition, the Resource Management Act 199J
requires a wide range of interests to be consulted as part of the decisi<:m-making processP
The achievement of land management outcomes under the new arrangements requires resource users
and other interests to be committed to the regional planning process. It is unclear what sort of
arrangements best allow for this commitment. Experience with the Rabbit and Land Management
Programme, for example, has, shown that without the support of land users, land management
policies can be difficult to implement. The Ministry for the Environment therefore has an interest
in understanding how policy processes can involve various interests in the successful implementation
of land management policies.
The purpose of this research .is to identify approaches that involve people in decision-making
alongside ,government agencies to. help. achieve improved land management outcomes.

13

Resource Management Act 1991 First Schedule.

4

CHAPTER 2

A model of co-operative management,

2.1

Involving resource users

Go-operative management implies the joint involvement of resoun:e users and government agencies
"in resource management. Co-operative management or co-management, is one way of giving
, expression to the notion of 'partnership: (between, for example, Government and the business
sector) that is being.advocated in some circles. Models of co-operative land management h~lVe not
been analysed for the extent.to which they provide for more effective involvement by resource users
in resource management. Nevertheless there is a well-developed body of knowledge on the theory
and· practice of co-operative management iIi fisheries.I 4 The principles underpinning co-operative
management provide an analytical tool for examining the sorts of policy arrangements that could
involve resource users in res~lving complex land management problems.
Co~operative management, orca-management, refers to the sharing of management responsibilities
between resource user groups andiln administering agency. 15 ,In fisheries, where there is extensive
co-management experience, the move, towards shared responsibilities for management is relatively
straight-forward. Governmerits have traditionally allocated harvesting rights for marine resources,
to resource users and retained overall management responSibility. CO-management type
arrangements result when government shares some of its managem~nt functions with resource users.

In land' management, the' property right arrangements are generally quite different to those of
fisheries.. Rights' to land resources are often allocated to irid~vidual property owners who have
, responsibilities 'for resourCe use. Nevertheless, a government stake in land management, other than
, direct ownership, has long been justified where management responsibilities, have' not ,been
,satisfactorily resolved within the scope of the existing rights. 16 Thatis, where all the costs of
resource use are riot considered in management decisions. The obvious example is the involvement
of goveniment to control the off-site effects of induced, soil erosion.
'
'.

'

.

.

'

Adapting principles derived from the fisberiesexperience with co-operative management to problems '
in land management will require different sorts of interaction between government agencies and
resource users. The fisheries experience, however, isiIistructive as It represents the extreme case'
where the centralobjective6f government management has been to reduce the costs of resource
useP What is possible in fisheries should be more than possible in land management.

14

15

"Evelyn Pinkerton {ed), Co-Operative Management of Local Fisheries, (1989).
Ibid. 4-5.

.16 ,See fotexample Anthony Scott,Natural Resources, '137-157' (2nd ed: 1973).
17

See fo~ example Arthur F. McEvoy; The Fisherman's Problem at 14 (1986): 'Fisheries
simply provide a laboratory example of the problem of environment 'because they are
ecologically volatile and because in most cases it is impossible to consign their husbandry
to private owners as if they were cropland or stands of timber. "The, fisheries" wrote one
economist "present in one .form or another all of the major causes of market-mechanism
failure that 'call for public intervention." A detailed contextual analYSis of one region's
fisheries ... might suggest conclusions'not only about fishery management per se'but about
modern industrial society's difficulties in sustaining its natural environment generally.'

5

The key lesson is in altering responsibilities so that both gov~rnment agencies and resource users
have a stake in reducing the costs of resource use. How government and users define their roles will
'
determine the success of management st~ategies. '

2.2

Social learning through negotiation

There'is'no one model of co-operative management in the sense ofa set of clearly specified .rules
of organisation. The common element is not the particular rules or prqcedures that make up the
mechanicsofthe agreement but rather the acknowledgement of community self-reliance and the
commitment by government to involve resource users in resolving difficuit management and public
policy problems.
.
.'
Users of North American specialised fishery resources, for example, are pecoming more.involvedin
management than they have in th~, past. Practice has shown that pay~offs are greater if resource,
users and governmeritagencies have common interests. 18 Co-management oeeUFS· through
negotiated agreements and other formal and informal arrangements between groups or communities
of resource users and various levels of government. 19 , These agreements allow' tlie, parties to cooperate to their mutual advantage and to share decision-making responsibility.
Negotiatf<m provides an environment in which social learning can take place. Social learning has
been described as one of the ne~ssities for resolving complex policycontroversies}O ' Social
learning refers 'to the processes forgathering and internalising knowledge about the cha'ngirig
Conditions of both the internal and external ep.vtronment.21 Principles of joint problem solving
used in negotiation can guide the learning experience of diverse groups interacting over a' coqtmon
conflict. Social learning can playa role in "stubborn poliCy conttoversies'that'tend to be enduring,
relatively immune to resolution by reference to (scientific) evidence, and seldom finally resolved".22
The resolution of complex policy controversies requires a "frame-shift" where policy actors
'reconstruct their understanding of the situation so that new,' previously unseen, actions become
visible. 23 The mentalfr'ames held by the participants may change depending on the learning or
lack of leaniing that has occurred.. Participants "construct the problems of the problematic situation
through frames in 'which facts, values, theodes and interests are integrated. Given the multiple
social realities created by conflicting frames, the participants not only disagree with one another but
also disagree about the nature of theirdisagreements".24

18

Pinkerto'n supra note 14 at 5 ..

19IbitL at 4. '
20

Martin Rein & Donald Schon, Frame"ref/ective policy discourse, in Peter Wagner, Carol
Hirschon Weiss, Bjorn Wittrock & Hellmut Wollmann (eds), Social Sciences and Modern
States 262-289 (1991).

21

Norman Dale; Getting to co-management: social learning in the redesign of flSheries
. management in Pinkerton supra note 13 49-72.

22

Rein & Schon supra note 20 at 262.

. 23 . Dale

supra note 21 at 62.

24 Rein & Schon supra note 20 at 262.

6

'.

According to these authors, frame-shifts result from three processes of policy discourse: the role
of individual brokers in transforming conflict situations, instances where the participants allow the
situation "to speak back at them" while the participants listen and Change, and as the result of
changes of <:ontext. In forcing a reconstruction of the policy problem through the input of resource .
. users, co-management approaches ena:ble these frame-shifts to occur.

2:3

. North American fisheries experience

Fisheriesmartagenient has long been concerned with seemingly intractable resource management
issues. Co-management agreements are· indicative of the difficulty of resolving these problems
through, conventional management systems. . The agreements originate out of crises caused by
rumoured or real stock depletion, .or from political pressure following claims that government
control is unable to cope with specific problems. Co-management-type solutions include the
. potential to promote conservation and enhancement of fish stocks, to improve the quality of data
and data analysis, reduce excessive investments by fishers in competitive gear, make allocation of
fishing opportunities more equitable, promote community economic development, and reduce
conflict between government and fishers, and conflict among fisher groups.25
.
Co-management regimes work by altering the relationships among the stakeholders in the fishery.
Government agents surrender some responsibilities in exchange for fishers' co-operationaild
assistance in management. Shared decision making sets up amanagement regime in which the pay- .
offs are greater for co~operation than for opposition and where the focus is on the common good
of improved resource management outcomes.
The primary goals or benefits sought by one or all of the actors are more appropriate, niore efficient
and more equitable management. SecOndary goals or processes are co-management asa route to
community-based development, ·and to decentralising decisions sufficiently to address problems
effectively, and co-management as a participatory process for managing the consent of resource users
and reducing conflict. 26. .
Co-management ~ystems exhibit considerable diversity. The extent to which management functions
are shared will vary according to the particular situation. The North American fisheries experience
suggests co-management arrangements can 'playa role in the following managementfunctions: 27
(i)

data gathering and analysis,

(ii)

logistical· harvesting decisions,

(iii)

harvest allocation decisions,

(iv)

habitat protection,

(v) .

enforcement and regulation,

(vi)

e~hancement

(vii)

broad policy decision making.

and long-term planning, and

25. Pinkerton supra note 14 at 4.
26

Ibid.

27

Ibid. at 6.

7

2.4

Co-operation in land management .

Management functions related to· the use· of land resources are often accomplished· by a single
unitary owner, whether this is a private landowner or the state. There are many situations however,
where government has become involved in land management in an attempt to achieve collective
benefits. The management functions here can be partly or wholly distributed between landowners
.
and government a g e n c i e s . ·
Under the pr¢-1984 arrangements government and landowners co-operated in the achievement of
statutory soil conservation Objectives. Changes in· the institutional arrangements governing the use
of land resources create an opportunity for considering. the potential for co-management-type
arrangements.
The inability of self-interested individuals
. is well known:28

to

resolve intractable problems in resource management

"The tragedy of the commons, the prisoner;s dilemma, and the logic of collective
action are all closely related concepts in the models that have defined the ac.s:epted
way of viewing many problems· that individuals face when attempting to achieve
COllective benefits. At the heart of each of these models is the free-rider problem:
whenever one person cannot be excluded from the benefits that others provide,
each pe~son is motivated not to contribute to the joint effort but to free-ride on the
efforts of others. If all participants choose to free-ride, the collective benefit will
not be produced."
In economics the problem is described in terms of externalities. An externality is a cost or benefit
that anyone person's actions impose on another. The economic problem is in determiIling ways of
controlling externalities so as to reach an outcome that takes account of the relative costs aIld
benefits. There are .various ways of resolving externality problems; the respective interests can
negotiate agreements, they can trade rights, or. government can intervene through subsidies or
regulation to achieve particular outcomes.
Although government has responsibilities where there are externality-like problems in resource
management, evidence suggests that relying primarily on government intervention has limitations.
Successful government solutions require centralised knowledge about the capacity of the resource,
and the allocation, monitoring and enforcement of resource use. Experience has shown that the
assumptions about the ability of government agencies to carry all of these management functions
. are unrealistic. 29
Co-management is a strategy by which government and resource users can negotiate arrangements
that lead to improved management outcomes. There are similarities between· sociological assessment
of co-operative management and institutional analysis of collective-action problems; that is, the
problem· of organising
groups that would gain
from collective action
to act in their common
.
.
.
.

28
29

Elinor. Ostrom, Governing the Commons, at 6 (1990).
Ibid.
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interest. 30 From an institutional perspective, resolution of collective-action problems is seldom
.
..
straightforward: 31
"Institutions are rarely either private or public - 'the market' or 'the state'. Many
successful common property resource (CPR) institutions are rich mixtures of
'privat~-like' and 'public-like' institutions defyingclassificatlon in a sterile
dichotomy. By 'successful' I mean institutions that enable individuals to achieve
.productive outcomes in situations where temptations to free-ride and shirk are ever
present."
.

.

In New Zealand, co-operation between government agencies and users of land resources to resolve
collective-action problems is nothing new. 32 However1 co-operative land management has never
been articulated as a policy proposition or viewed as an end in itself. The North American fisheries
experience highlights the pre-conditions which favour co.-management developing and what
arrangements are most favourable for maintaining it. 33 A template can be derived capturing the
key elements which would· apply across the spectrum of resource use where .co-operative
arrangements are possible. This template is presented as follows:
Favourable pre~conditions for co-management
.
Co-management is most likely to develop out of a real or imagined crisis in the resource
base, when resource users are willing to contribute financially to the rehabilitation of the
resource and/or to other management functions, and when there is an opportunity for a
negotiation process and/or experimental eo-management of at least one simple function.
Co-management provides a mechanism that allows resource users to capture the gains from
resolQtion of externality pr collective-action type problems in resource management.

1.

. . The most favourable mechanisms and· conditions supporting co-management include
formalised, legal, and multi-year agreements, and where there is a mechanism for
recirculating back into comrrlUnities some of the wealth generated by more intensive,
superior management. Co-management operates most favourably where. the mechanisms
for conserving and enhancing the resource can, at the same time, (;()nserve and enhance
local communities. Co-management can also be maintained where external support can be
recruited from scientists or universities, for example, and where .external discussion fora exist
which include participants other than the· predominant resource users and government
officials.
.

30

See for example Ostrom supra note .28; Elinor Ostrom, Crafting Institutions for Self~
Governing Irrigation Systems (1992); ShuiYan Tang, Designing complex institutional
arrangements, Western Political Science Assoc. Conf. (1991); Daniel W. Bromley & Michael
M. Cerna, The management of common property natural resources, World Bank Disc. Paper
57 (1989); Elinor Ostrom, Larry Schroeder & Susan Wynne, Instituticmal incentives and
rural infrastructure sustainability, USAID (1990).

31

Ostrom supra note 28 14-15.

32

See McCaskill supra note 3 188-207.. For less formalised co-operation between landowners
and government agencies see the history of the Roxburgh Combined Conservation Group,
Otago Daily Times, Durtedin,..15 February 1991 at 18.

33

P.inkerton supra note 1426-30.
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2.

Best scale for co-management
The best scale for co-management is where benefits can be linked to specific geographical
areas, that is, where the area is not too large. The number of resource users should allow
for effective communication; Well-organised sub-groupings which communicate well with.
each other or have effective umbrella organisations provide the most favourable
environment. .Government bureaucracy needs tobe small and its mandate regional or local.·

3.

Groups most likely to develop co-management arrangements
Co-management is most likely to develop with groups that already have a cohesive social
system, that is,· clearly defined boundaries, unambiguous membership and a common·
interest.

Good leadership - a dedicated person or core group applies consistent pressure to advance
.
the process supports co-management.
4.

New interactions that can emerge in co-management'
.
A number. of new interactions arise when' working co-operatively. Successful comanagement creates co-operation among individual resource users and resource user groups .
in planning the improvement of resource management practice. It also creates commitment.
among resource users to share both the costs and benefits oftheir efforts towards enhan<:ing
and conserving resources. It is this sharing of actual or potential benefits that gives
resource users the confidence to plan for the long term.

Successful co-management enhances the position of resource users so that a more equal
negotiating relationship exists between all users. Further, a willingness· is created among
.bothreSburce users and government officials to share data about the resource and therefore.
to:impfove understanding of the constraints to resource use.
.
Finally, successful co-operative management creates a higher degree of trust between
resource users ~mdgovernment officials, and an improved ability to develop and implement
policies that resource users .perceive as appropriate and legitimate. It also allows for a
range of self-management responsibilities to be assumed by resource users: it allows those
who gain to meet those who lose.
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CHAPTER 3

Assessing the co-operative management !Bodel
The first task in evaluating the potential for co-operative approaches to land management in Ne~
Zealand was to assess the template's relevance to the local situation and to everyday experience of
land managel!lent. That assessment could only be carried out by people with knowle<;lge of the
operation of land management initiatives. Chapter three describes how the assessment was carrie~
out and the results obtained.
"

3.1

Consulting the parties

The necesshy for assessing the co-operative management model in terms of a New Zealand context
identified an important role for a Con~ultative Group. The Objective in establishing,such a Group,
as part of this research project,was to access a broad range of knowledge on the theory and practice
of approaches to land management in New Zealand. Interaction with the Group ,"ouid provide
critical 'comment on the merits and shortfalls of the co-operative management model.
The firststep was to identify potential members of the Consultative Group. Here the concern was
not .so much with partiCular individuals but with ensuring that as wide a range as ppssible of the
interests involved in land management were represented. ,These interests were broadly identified as:
(i)
", (ii)

central government, "
local government,

(iii)

non-government organisations,

(iv)

academic interests,

(v)

. landowners,

(vi)'

tangata whenua, and

(vii)

women.

Letters were then sent to selected individuals representative of these broad interest areas. The
choice of individuals was selective to the extent that the intent was to target people who had a
demonstrated interest in land management. Members. of the Consultative Group are listed in the
.
.
Acknowledgements section of this report.
Individuals invited to participate were provided with a thumb-nail sketch of' co-management as
applied to North American fisheries, a.brief summary of the principles underpinning the approach -,
that it implies negotiated agreements between resource user groups or communities and local or
central government to achieve improved resource management outcomes - and the summary "
template of the co-management model detailed at the en~ of chapter two.
People were asked to respond by:
(i)

providing comment on the potential of co-opt(rative management to improve land
management outcomes,

(ii)

assessing the
applicability
of the approach
to a New Zealand context,
.
..
.

(iii)

identifying aspects of policy making that are inadequately dealt with by the model, and
11

(iv)

'providing detailed comment where necessary on the co-management template.

Sixteen of the 20 people invited to partiCipate respoIided to a greater or lesser extent. A synopsis
of the key points in the responses is presented in Appendix 2; , General comments relate to points
(i) - (iii) above and other comments are grouped in terms of the co-management template «iv)
above).

3.2

Discussion

The 'points raised by the Consultative Group reflect something of the diverse interests in land
management. There are, however, many ar~as of overlap .. Responses from landholders were more
informal and generally reflected caution about the prospects for a more co-operative approach.
Responses from government agencies were more detailed. The differing types of response illustrated
the difficulty of co-ordinating' across interest groups given their past experience of land management.
There was some uncertainty as to what co-operative management entailed. This uncertainty
probably reflected the very generalised information given to Consultative Group' members. That
information described the sorts of c~nditions that led to co-operative arrangements, pot the detail
of the arrangements themselves. There were also concerns over the appropriateness of applying a
North American fisheries model to land management in New Zealand, particularly given the
different property rights governing resource use. While most responses acknowledged the benefits
of the approach, a concern was expressed that'the costs of the approach had not been presented.
There was particular apprehension about the ability of co-operative arrangements to take account
of the national interest in land management.
In general, there was support for encouraging co-operative approaches to resolving problems in land
management. These were seen as providing an opportunity for the various interests to co~operate
in achieving resource management outcom~s while avoidil1,g the difficulties inherent in administrative'
processes (adversarial, expensive and time cOnsuming) or legislative procedure (overly prescriptive).
There was recognition of both public and private interests inland management and the need for
arrangements that enabled these' interests to be reconciled. Land management, was not seen as
, simply a matter of groups with competing interests.
The initiatives taken in respec.t of Landcare-type organisations were seen as one approach which
recognises both private and public interests. An explicit definition of these interests was' left unclear
and there was little indication about how these interests are reflected as rights and duties and how
processes for accommodating an increased range of interests in land management link with improved
outcomes.
.
A sense of ownerShip of problems and therefore commitment to their resolution was ·seen as
essential, Better land management outcomes are likely if local communities are involved in the early·
stages of identifying the problem and they rem~iri involved.
The responses also suggest that reconciling the various interests, whether .local versus national or
upstream. versus downstream, will not be ·straight-forward. Co-operative management is essentially
a process for involving resource users and government in joint policy making. Land management
problems, on the other hand, frequently involve wider public interests and a range of agencies· with
statutory responsibilities. Mechanisms for ensuring' that co-operative arrangements are legitimate
were thought neCessary. The potentialfor unevenness in regional outcomes was a concern.
There was general agreement that land management pr()blems in New Zealand provide the
appropriate pre-conditions for co-operative arrangements. The Sout~ Island high country situation
12

has already led to resource user initiatives and the development of a sense of ownership of land
management problems. However, current arrangements were seen as nOl always encouraging such
initiatives and there was considerable .uncertainty about the types ofarrangements that would allow
co-operative management to prevent the occurrence of a crisis. The point was well made that
people can only act to the extent that they are aware of the· implications of policy and processes.
Scale was seen as particularly important in that" co-operative management should enable local
solutions to local problems. Generally it was recommended" that co-operative approaches were
better suited to small geographic areas. The relationship with government agencies at the lOcal level "
was therefore seen as central to the success of co-operative management initiatives. Government
has to recognise the legitimacy of local solutions and the involvement of government agencies should
be appropriate to the scale of the process.
A key concern was that government involvement be kept to aminimum. On the other hand the
responses suggested that local expertise may be insufficient, problemsin resource management may
operate at a large sqlle and simply shifting responsibilities to local and regional governments does
not result in agenda-free pOlicies. Reconciling the role of government agerits and land users in the
achievement of resource management outcomes is seen as a major problem.
The Consultative Group emphasised the role of land user-based management groups. COmmunity
groups are seen as vital for. the success of any land management initiatives. New locally-based cooperative management approaches would be best achieved by Quilding upori'or enhancing existing
organisations. Leadership skills are seen as important in the operation of existing Landcare-type
groups but the point was also made. that such groups requirehelp with facilitation. The .objectives
of community, groups were seen as unclear; that is, whether they are political, social or econOmic.
Consultative" Group responses suggested that landmanagemerit inittatives . involve new sorts of
iriteractions among the interest groups. The concern was that the circumstances under which groups
interact positively are not well defined and so group interaction needs to be carefully managed.
Implicit and explicit comment from the Consultative .Group pointed to the need for sensitive
collaboration with community representatives in undertaking this research. There was a concern that
proposals that explored opportunities for co-operative management could heighten expectations or
entrench cynicism. "Either way, such responses would not only Jeopardise the likely success of
co-operative management in New Zealand b~t also existing .land management initiatives.
The Consultative Group feedback generally supported the concept of co-operative approaches to
·land management. It suggested that such approaches would only succeed where local groups could
participate in resource management. Further development of co~management must acknowledge
.and extend co-operatIve .approaches already occurring in response to land management problems.
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Recent land management. . initiatives - a

r~view

",

4-.1

Co-operation in I.aridmailagernent

The resyarch project' involved reviewing past and contemporary land. management initiat~vesto
identify. their strengths and w~aknesses and assess the potentiill for co-operative land management:
in New: Zealand.
" .
.
The purpose of this phase of the research was to identify whether these initiatives involvoo co. management practices and to learn from any particularly succeSsful co-operative approaches.
Further; it was intended to 'identify any recurring obstacles to the adoption. of co-operative.
.
management
and to resource user participation. .
.
,,'

'A template was derived froin Pinkerton's model of co-management.to identify when the initiatives

had proceeded along co-operative lines.. The template'consisted of listed points under the headings
of: potential management functions, pre-conditions, best scale, favourable mechanisms 'and
conditions supporting co-management, new human reiationships arid tentative propositions. The
points used to determine whether or not initiatives had features of co-martagement are listed in
,-Appendix 1.
The New Zealand land management initiativeS reviewed were the Tlltira' Land Use Study and
proposed:-FARM Partnership,.the' Rabbit and Land Management Programme, and the KurowHakataramea Resource Conservation Committee. By way ofcontrast to these discrete initiatives the
experience with Landcare in Victoria, Australia, was also· reviewed to gauge the.' effect· ofa
comprehensive approach to the development of land management pOlicy. These initiatives were
chosen because they were designed to deal With' pervasive 'land management. problems that have'
characteristics of 'meta problems'. These problems had both a private and public interest
.componentandthepottmtial fora management partnership between resonrce users and government
agencies.
.

.

'

.

.

Basing this review on' documentary .evidence imposed limitations. A particular' element of comanagement may be absent or the written material may simply fail to acknowledge its presence. The
information available on each of the case studies varied. The reviews presented here are not
intended to be comprehensive. The interviews with community commentators reported in chapter
5 attempted to address these limitations in a general way.

, 4.2

Tutira: restructuring farming

'Background.
.
_ .
, The TutiraLand Use Study aims to rationalise land use on erosion-prone hill country in northern
Hawke's Bay; The management of such country on' the east coast of the North Island is a longstanding problem. The Taylor report (1967) noted the link 'between exceptionally severe land
erosion and the maintenance of rural oomrilUnities in the Poverty Bay - East Cape disirict.34 Land;
erosion problems affected large sections of the rural community; population declined and land va,lues '.
4.2.1

34

Soil ConserVation and Rivers ControlCourtcil, Report of the techniealcommitteeof
enquiry into problems of the Poverty Bay-East Cape district [Taylor Report] (1967~.
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were depressed. The report recognised there were no quick solutions and
attack was needed.

(f

unified, large-scale.
.
.

The report's major recommendation was the separ~tion of a "pastoral foreland" from a "critical
headwaters area". Catchment board policies of co-operating with farmers were to apply to foreland
areas with eXtensive forestry plantings elsewhere. Although elements of the recommendations were
· adopted no comprehensive strategy eventuated.
·Cyclone Bola in M.c;lrch 1988 emphasised the risks associated with the use of steep East Coast hill
Country for pastoral purposes; More particularly, Cyclone Bola demonstrated both the value of
protection forestry on erosion-prone land and the large off-site costs associated with inappropriate
land management practices. 35 Bol~ resulted in erosion to bare ground of up to 20% on some farms
and up to 50% on individual slopes,36 Sdentific studies had already demonstrated that erosion can
result in immediate and dramatie reductions in pasture production on steep hiil country.. Since
forest cover was removed 150 years ago in northern Hawke's Bay various pastoral farming regimes
have led to a 30% decline in potential productivity .on steep hill country. and a. 15% de.cline on
moderate hill country.37
.

.

Storm damage has generally been addressed through short-term disaster relief mea~ures. After Bola
·it was recognised. that these do little to· resolve the. major problem Of inappropriate land uses.
· The Tutirainitiative aims to restructure farm operations so thi:tt land uses ate closely aligned with
land Capability. The Hawke's Bay Catchment Board identified some 65,000 ha of hill country north '
of Napier where achieving sustainable land use is major problem. A2,018 ha study block (Kahika
Block) within the 65,000 ha study area was 'chosen to test concepts of farm restructuring and'
su~tainable land use.' The aim was to rationalise land use on the .basis of long-term risk. The
initiative was proposed by the Catchment Board and supported in a joint project with MAF and
Feqerated Farmers.
.' .
.

a

After llind use and related studies were done it was recommended by early 1989 that the eXisting
seven farl}ls within the Kahika Block be restructured into four units .. Pastoral land uses currently
dominant over the whole area would be restricted; to the easier slopes. Steeper slopes would be put .
iniosome form of forestry or. reserve with the objective of reducing their 'susceptibility to. erosion.,
· The changes would alter the current land use (95% pastoral) to a mix of pastoral (25%),
agrofor~try, (25%) and production forest (45%).~
.
.
.
.
~ Tutira study's recommendations were not implemente4. This was partly due to the absence of
an external funding source to facilitate change and indicates a failure to clearly define the rights and
responsibilities of the respective interests. However, the procedures and processes followed during
th~ project's format~ve stages allow its guidingprinciptes to be evaluated.

35 . C. Trotter, Cyclone Bok the inevitable disaster, 43 N.Z. ENGINEERING (6) 13-16 (1988) .
. 36

37

38

IbuLat 14~
1. Brown, R. Black & J. King, An investigation of farm restrJlcturing and sustainable land
. use ~ Tutira region, northern Hawke's Bay. Fifth Australian Soil Conservation Conference,
. Perth (1990).
.
Ibid. at 4.
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4.2.2
Connections with co-management
The Hawke's Bay. Catchment Board's statutory objectives' related to the achievement of land
management outcomes within its district. On the basis of information from scientific surVeys the
Board was· able to establish the preferred land uses .. The major question, howe~er~ was how to
'.. change land use patterns from their existing state to the preferred situation. Although the preferred
land us~s were better suited to the capability of the resourCe, the existing system of pastoral farming
was the only commercially viable land use. The problem therefore became One of aligning the
private and public interests in land management.
..

' .

.

.

It is significant that the Catchment Board sought to achieve' a change in land uses through co-

operation with landowners in the study area. The proposalitselfwas formalised and developed by
the Hawke's Bay Catchment Board in conjunction with MAP and Federated Farmers. The Board'
cOmmitted itself at an early stage to co-operate with l<mdholders within the study area.
Extensive social assessments were carried out as part of the study. These surveys indicated that
while landowners were not unaware of the long-term benefits that would result from changes to land
use, they would only support the proposals to the extent that participants would be better off as a
. result of change and that participation should be voluntary.39 Indeed, farmers in a difficult financial
position said 'they would reject the proposal if it involv~d regulatory rather than voluntary
participation. Nevertheless achieving land use change through regulation was a technically feasible
option.
From the landowners' p~rspective the success of initiatives directed towards land use changes
depended on: 40
.'
. '
.
(i)

education and communication between government agenCies and the rural community,

(ii)

implementation methods that were seen to be accountable and credible, and

(iii)

.allowance being made for the long time frame. required to facilitate changes in farming
systems.

Although the project demonstrated the common interest in improved land management outcomes,
it was not within the capability of the agency and landowners to implement the proposal. The
difficulties surrounding implementation largely revolved around the absence of a mutually acceptable.
compensation. package.
Notwithstanding these difficulties the scheme does illustrate elements of co-management. The
. initiative arose in response to the need to resolve problems of soil· erosion and declining
.productivity.. Extreme climatic events had demonstrated that in the absence of risk management
strategies, current land uses were contributing to a crisis in the resource base.

39

,

40

P. Aldwell, Socio-economic impacts of alternative land use scenarios in northern Hawke's
Bay. Report to the Hawke's Bay Catchment Board' (1990).
B. Doohan, Sustainable land use project, pers. comm. (1989).
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The initiative sought to involve land holders in. planning for the long-term maintenance of land
resources, The rural community's support for the concept was strengthened by conditions typical.
of co-operative arrangements: .
(i)

personnel within the Hawke's Bay Catchment Board were strong and enthusiastic supporters
ofthe initiative,
. .

. (ii)

the area involved was geographically restricted with a relatively homogeneous farm-based
community, and

(iii)

. there were effective umbrella organisations that facilitated co-ordination between
government agencies and resource users.

The approach developed in the study went on to form the basis for a major government initiative
aimed at improved land management outcomes. That initiative, the Facilitation, Action, Risk
Management (FARM) Partnership Scheme, sought to facilitate land use change through a three-way
partnership between individual land users, regional communities and central government. Individual
landowners and the communities to which they belonged would retain responsibility for solving land
management problems. Central governm.ent's role was to speed up the process and remove barriers
to progress. Action on the FARM proposal was discontinued with a change in government at the.
end of 1990. Again the apparent difficulty was the absence of external fundIng.

4.3

Rabbit and Land Management Programme: integrated land management

4.3.1
Background
The Rabbit and Land Management Programme (R&LMP) is an outcome of a recent policy process
that has focused on 'high' or 'extreme' rabbit-prone areas in the South Island. Over the past decade
or so rabbit control in the semi-arid regions has largely relied on 1080 poisoning. A recognition that
this poisoning has not always been effective, plus central government's decision to reduce funding
of rabbit control in the early 1980s, led the AgriculturalPesis Destruction Council in 1982 to call
for the introduction of myxomatosis as a rabbit control measure.

The Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environment audited the environmental impact report of
the proposal to introduce myxomatosis. The Commissioner concluded that approval should not be
given for the myxoma virus arid rabbit flea to be introduced into New Zealand at that time, and that
locally-based task forces should develop an appropriate, integrated, land management package. 41
The Rabbit and Land Management Task· Force was subsequently established "to develop an
integrated land management strategy as a solution to the rabbit problem in the areas of moderate
to high risk of rabbit infestation, given that the government has agreed that myxomatosis will not
be introduced at this time,,42.
The R&LMP is administered by MAF and is helped by an Advisory Committee comprising: the
High Country branch of Federated Farmers, Landcorp, the Department of Conservation, the

41

Parliamentary Commissioner for the· Environment, Investigation of the proposal to
introduce myxomatosis for rabbit control at 85 (1987). [Hereinafter PCFE 1987.]

42

Rabbit and Land Management Task Force. The report of the Rabbit and Land
Management Task Force, at v. Report to the Minister of Agriculture (1988). [Hereinafter
Task Force;]
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'Ministry for the Environment and the Otago, Canterbury and Nelson/Marlborough Regional
CounCils. The Programme is to rim from 1989 to 1994 and is intended to "provide a 'window of
oppOrtunity' fornecessary'changes in land management through taxpayer and ratepay~rsubsidy of
conventional rabbit controls,so.that land use in the marginal lands could move toward a more
sustainable form".43
'
.
.
The Programme links the three key elein~nts of land degradation, management, and the control of
externalities, and is based on what are termed 'property plans'. The preparation Of these plans is
the mechanism for encouraging farm pr~ctices that result in. sustainable land use;' The plan outlines
the farm's physical resources and management intentions for ~ch block of land. When the plans
.are approved central government funding is confirmed~ This funding is disbursed through regional
councils which deliver '. rabbit control services to fanners;44
C01l.neclwns with co-management
Traditional pastoral use of South Island tussock. grasslands has involved the use of burning and the
grazing of sheep; Plagues of rabbits .havecontiibuted to depletion of vegetation. A diminished
carrying capacity and the need to reduce stocking levels indicate a crisis in the resource base. 45 All
those affected agree that there isa crisis, but they do not ail agree on the nature· of the problem or
the means by which the problem should bead.dressed;'
.
'

.4.3.2.

Landh~lders have' traditionally sought t9 work in partnership with government agencies in
overcoming intractable problems in land management. During their consultations the TaskForce
found support for a partnership 1?etween the landholder aI.1d the. Crown46. The difficulty of co-,
ordinating collective~action has made self-management an unrealistic Optiol1. The development of
property plans with regional co~mdls assumes an input by landholders that is greater than that
, required under. pre'ViousSoil Conservation Farm Plans. 47 PropertyplansaredevelQped by the
limdholder and a governrrientagent48. They provi!1e an opportunity for negotiation b.etween regional
government and resource users. However, serious ~ncerns were raised" early in the Programme's
history about the affordability ofpartidpation. Landholders are encouraged to cbntri~ute financially'
to the rehabilitation of. the landxesourceby the expectation of a graI.1t from the Programme to' assist
in a capital works programme (for rabbiteradieation and control and soil conservation and
protection) and pest management conttol49 .

43

Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environinent. Sustainable land use fot the dry tussock
grassl~nds' in tlle South Island at 23 (1991). [Hereinafter PCFE 1991.r

44

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (undated). Rabbit and Land Management Programn1.e
Information paper. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Lincoln.

45,

PCFE 1987 supra note 41 32-36.

46 .Task Force, supra. note 42 at31.
47 Taylor, Baines and Associates, Rabbit and land management social and en~iromilental
monitoring programme: scopitj.g report at 66. Unpublished report to MAP Tech. South
(1990). [Hereinafter Taylor Baines (1990a).]'
.
48 . Ibid. at 62..
.

49

,

'

See for exampl~ James Baines,. The Rabbit and Land Management Progra~me: 12-month
review, Appendix III. Report to MAP
Technology; (1991).
.
.
~
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,

,

'

InitiaJly land ,holders did nQt feel Jhat they were active partners nQr did they have cQnfidence in
regiQnal council staff to' negQtiate prQpertyplans. 50 The difficulties inherent in the establishmenf
phase Qf regiQnal councils did not enhance the situatiQn. By the beginning Qf 1991 the process of
team building had SUpPQsedly begun. At that stage the regiQnal councils appeared to' be taking mQst
?f th~ini~iatives in terms of ~roperty pla~ development aithQu.gh .land~wneis did not ~appear to
Identify with the programme. 1 By the middle of 1992 the maJonty Qf property plans had been
submitted to MAf for approval and, according toMAF, the attitudes of many landholders had
changed significantly.,52,,'
".",'
'
' ;'

.

The co~mal!agement model suggests that the benefits of co-management are appropriately linked to "
catchments andt,hat the area dealt with is best notto'o large. TheR&LMP is (llarge~scale initiative
invQlving aconsiderablenuinber of landowners in the canterbury; Otago and Marlborough regions.
DuTing'the period November 1989,to May 1990 there were 99 properties eligible for participation
.and 14 properties whQSe participation in the programme was being reviewed in the Canterbury and '
Otago regiQns. 53
,', , "
.
''
,
' , '
.
Co-management tends to operate best when there is a cohesive social system. Resea~chand a survey
of farmers and ,the wider community carried out as part of the monitoring of the R&LMP suggests
there may be differences in community formation' between northern and southern·parts Qf the '
'Canterbury Programme area. 54 Research has also coricluded that tlie Central Otago area is .much
more fragmented geographically and socially than the Canterbury area, although schools, pubs, basic
services, halls, 'and' the like do provide foci for co.rrimunity cohesion. '
Overall, trust between landholders ana central and regional government 'officials has been slow to
emerge.. Pat Garden,chairman of Federated Farmers' SQuth Island High Country Committee
.
articulates Qne perspective: 55
"We 'as lessees and land managers in the' high country. must take ori the
responsibility of drawing UPOU! set of Objectives fot future land management and
lan~ use: We need to convince ourselves that we have the ability, the knowledge
and the expertise to manage our land and to 'seUn,place long-term sustainable
strategies- what's more, we cap. do it a damn sight bettet than 'the bureaucr~cY... '
"It, will require a commitment and a, prep~redness to Change which will be

extremely difficult, bUJ the alternative for us is to be locked into a system of outside
experts dictating what s!tould happen and anever-iricreasing inability for us to
influence, our own ·business decisions, indeed our own, destiny." .

50
, 51

Baines supra note 49 at 21.'
Ibid. at, 1.

52

Ministry of ~griculture and Fisheries, [May]. Rabbit and Land Management News (1,992).

53

Taylor Baines and Associates, Social and institutional monitoring and evaluation in the
rabbit and land management programme at 6. Report to the Ministry of Agriculture and
Fisheries (1990?)., [Hereinafter Taylor Baines (1990b),]

54 'Taylor Baines {1990a), supra note 46 40-48.
55 . PCFE 1991, supra note 43 at 56.
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At the initial stages of t1J.e implementation of the Programme, fat:mers were concerned at their lack
of access tocriticai information~ particul<irlywith Tegard to likelycostsaildetirning of pest control, '
operations56 . Landholders perceive that there is limited information available on practical
field-tested techniq'ues which, can be used to facilitate land use change or the rehabilitation of
degraded dry tussock grasslands. ,Research' relating to the degradation 'of dry tussock grasslands is
also se,en as fragmented. 57
"

, A detailed :survey oflandholders ,carr.iect out as part of the social and institutional monitoring and
evaluation of the Programme revealed that formal sources of information offered by central and
territorial governmen't agencies were perceiv~d as less' useful overall than other sources~8. ,,:'
.

..

'

'

.

.'

' Kurow-HaIilltaramea Resource Conservation Committee: ,self-m~nagement in action

4.4

4.4.1, Background
,
The ~urow-Hakataramea Valley is a geographically' cOnfined, semi-arid dryland district on the east'
, coast of the South Isiand in the Wilitaki River cat(;hmerit. The Hakataramea in particular is 'liard'
co:untry. The annual rainfall averages 430'mm and in some' years is less than 300 mm. Soils tend
to be old and weathered ~ith pockets of loess. 59

'Notwithstanding the constraints posed by the ~ature of the physical resources, the Kurow-'
Hakataramea is fairly typical of New Zealand farmland with land use systems based dominantly on '
pasture rotations with some cereals., Some of the area is irrigated. As in other parts o( the country,
farming systems intensified during the 1970s following tne,government's encouragement to increase
, 'productivity. In the 1980s, however, indications were that increased productivity was causing' the
land to be used beyond its long-term capability.'
',
'
A major <irought following the winter of 1984 had a serious effect on the fanning community, By
early 1985widespread failure of crops and pastures had resulted in a disaster situation. Overgrazing
followed and trampling bystock removed the remainingvegetative cover and broke up soil structure.
, '" Severe windstorms, during August 1985 carrjed away large quantities of topsoill\nd the area was
likened to a dust bowl:60
,
'.,.
,,' "
,
'
"Much of the drought-ravaged Hakat~lfamea Valley, north~west of Oamaru, is a
dustbowl, and farm management and weather conditions during the next six months
. will be cruciaJ for the future of farming in affected ~reas."
,
,

'

The Kurow-Hakat<;lramea Resource Conservation Committee (KHRCC) evolved as a communitybased initiative to resolv~ the burgeoning problems in'land management.'
'
In response to widespread co~cern about the wind erosion problem a ,series, of farmer meetings
resulted in the election, of an action committee (later called the KHRCC) in late August 1985. The
Committee was elected to PJomote both short- and long-term strategies to improve the viability of
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farming in the area.' Shert-term strategies centre en de-stecking ef evergrazed pastures and limiting
cultivatien inerosien-prone areas. J;.ong-term sttategiesare to. provide fer new drylandplants,
conservatien tillage, shelter planting and irrigati<;>n.·
.
Central to. the broader reseurce management aims ef the Committee was input' fromWaitaki
Catchment Commission. persennel famiiiar with everseas experience with natural. resource
conservatien programmes. The Comriiittee's iJ;Ilmediateebjective was to access emergency aid fer
the distriCt to everoome the financial difficulties resulting from the need to. desteck abeut 3,000ha
and the restrictions en cultivatien.
.
Dired representatiens were made by the C9mmittee, in asseciatien with 'the Waitaki Catchment
Commissien, to. gevernment. As a result the Minister ef Werks personally intervened to. make
gevernment funds avaiIablefer erosien relief measures. These funds were the basis ef agevernment
.spensered. scheme werth $670,000 to. remeve steck arid enable direct drilling and planting af new .
.
dryland species. Seme 2,100 ha were drilled in an en-farm triaL'
Accessing government funds is ene matter. Providing fer improved reseurce management eutcemes
isanether. One e{Jhe.KHRCC'songeing tasks has been.menitering the new pastures and the
management regirnes uMer which they are utilised: SpecIfically the Cemmittee's overall ebjective
is to. ensure 'that dryland farming is not enly prefitable, but sustainable.
The eper,atien ef the KHRCC has to. be viewed in the context ef the circumstances that led to. its
establishment. On the enehand were the shert-term ebjectives directed tewarqs alleviating the crisis'
,.'
. '.
. .
'.,
',.
caused by the drou:ght:61
"The Cemmittee agreed' that due to. the cembined climaiicand .financial
environment, many farmers have passed the peint where they can be reasenably .
expected to. conduct their affairs witlieut' incurring substantial and pessibly .'
irrevtrfSible damage to the seil reso.urce. ' It was therefore agreed that seme form
ef Emergency Aid will be ·required fer the less ef'productiQnfrom these wind
eresien prene areas being spelled fremsteck and cultivatien"..
The .KHRCC's shert-term strategy was thus impartimt in securing· the' technical and financial.
assistance to. re-estaplishdrought and wind erosien-damaged pastures. Hewever,'the Cemmittee, was
interestooin . mere than simply maintaining the ~tatus que in land management:. The
experimentatien with new dryl~md species 'was used as an eppertunity to leek beyend imIllediate
problems to. management practices tha~were appropriate fer the leng-term conservation ef land
. reseurces.
The Committee's censervatien ebjectives' include est~bllshing dryland farming en a secure
feeting. 62 lbe ,Committee had streng links with the lecalcatchment beard. At the time of the
1984 drought thetatchment authe.rity was reassessing its ewn activities and wanting to. use
community invelvement to. identify and selve land use farming 'problems. 63 TheCemmittee
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provided an invaluable source of feedback for the catchment board on its effectiveness and was a
strong influence in ensuring that the board's activities were community-driven.
The Committee soon assumed management functions beyond those created by the drought. It
became a contact point between the local farming community and outside agencies, carrying a
co-ordinated message of farmer's reactions and desires to those agencies. The Committee is also
active in organising and encouraging participation at fie~d days.. It publishes articles on issues
important to its area, promotes the use of trials to assess the performance and relevance of different
species, seedooatings and insecticide's. It has continued to act as a pressure group to ensure
· performance from the agencies involved with the rural community.64 .
...
..
.
The overall outcome has been a gradual change in farming 'practices in the Kurow-Hakataramea
district. The KHRCC was at the forefront in campaigning for a change in technology an9 has.been
instrumental in gaining acceptance of alternative hind management strategies. IndividuaHarmers
have experimented with a variety of species and teohniquesand the Committee has been active in
encouraging Change.
In addition to the quantifiable benefits a close rapport developed between the farining community
and the loeal catchment authority. The catchment board was instrumental in providing the stimulus
for the establishment of the group, and in co-ordinating and supp'orting its various activities .. That
rapport ensured that the government agency and the <;Ommittee were working towards a common
'
purpose:

Connections with co-manage1n!!nt
The KHRCC's operation exhibits several eo-managenient-type characteristics. One of comanagement's key propositions is that it evolves out of crises in the resource base. The disastrous
situation caused by the combination of adverse climatic and economic conditions was .central to the
initiative taken bylandholders in the Kurow-Hakataramea district to establish' a group to achieve
better community-based resource management outcomes. A distinct community interest was obvious
in the well-defined boundaries of the Kurow-Hakataramea district. The KHRCC thus has attributes
of scale and social cohesion typical' of co-operative managentent structures..

. 4.4.2

The relationship established with the local government agency with land management responsibilities
· also had features typically associated with co-managewent-type arrangements. Agency personnel had
encouraged a 10ng-termappI'oach to resource conservation prior ,to the 1984 drought through
involvement in an overdrilling trial of some alternative pas'turespecies and had intrQduced.resource
conservation teChniques to landholders. Of particular interest was that, the Waitaki Catchment
Commission (later to become a catchment board and hiter still to be split between the Canterbury
and Otago Regional CounCils) was one of the smaller catchment authorities in.New Zealand, with·
· its responsibilities confined to the Waitaki catchment.
.

:

.

.

,

. '

.

.

Ottchment Comniissionpersonnel developed a close rapport with landholders in the KurowHakataramea district. The initial and sustained cOmmitinent of the KHRCC can be attributed to
the enthusiasm and :influenc.e of both landholder and agency'representatives. 65 With reStructuring
of resource management agencies and changes in personnel, the influence of an ~nthusiastic agency

.

.

.

64
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·

co-ordinator has been lost and, reportedly, the
maintain. 66
.
.

.

motivat~on

.

.

of the Committee has been difficult to
.'

.

.

. ' .

However, it is in relation to the sorts of outcomes achieved that the operation of the KHRCC
identifies most closely withc07management-type arrangements. 'The KHRCC worked to improve
land !D-anagement practice by creating a commitment among resource users t6 co-operate in ensuring
the maintenance of land resources. It also co"ordinated with the responsible government agency in
undertaking the management functioris necessary to achieve the outcomes sought. The arrangem~nt
between landhold~rs and the governm~nt agency acknowledged both a sense of self-reliance within
the farming community and commitment by territorial government to share management functions.
By one account the shift· in farmer attitudes is from year-ta-year management to one of long-term.
planning. 67 ·
..
"
.

4.5

Landcare in Victoria: seeking a common approach'

4.5.1
Background
.
Landcare began in VictOria; Australia in November 1986 under the umbrella of the Victorian
Department of Conservation, Forest and Lands. Landcare models have aisoenierged in other states.
In Victoria the moveIllent· blossomed and by October 1990, 80 Landcare groups were operating
involving 3,700 landholders and covering some 1.5 million ha of Victoria. The groups ranged in size
rrom45 members to 300 members with properties from 210 hato 250,000 ha. 68 •
'

The movement was born out of a belief that:
"The elimination of any single problem may in fact exacerbate the remaining
concerns. Obviously an integrated appn;>ach to tackling .all the lan<lprotection
issues' in an area is likely to be a more effective solution and maintain a more
sustainable land resource than concentrating on individualproblems.,,69
..

.

. .

A united approach app~ared to be more appropriate than confining the approach to individual
property or state boundaries. Policy makers realised that land conservation required a complex
solution rather than a single prod1iction~enhancing technique: This provided a framework within
which Landcare groups could emerge. Solutions to land management problems usually require a
change in attitude to, the management system. Whilst attitudes seem to change slowly, group
dynamics can accelerate the development oinew &pproaches and systems across the community. A
group approach also makes it easier for government agencies to tackle a range of land conservation
issues in an integrated, efficient and effective way.

Problems typically approached by Landcare groups are tl10se with widespread community effectS such
as soil salinization and acidification,'soil erosion and generatlanddegradation, pest and weed
problems, degradation of vegetation as well as the social and economic iinpacts of these problems
on individuals, rural Communities and those who live in non-farming communities. Many of these
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problems are widespread in Australia, for example, soil erosion over much of tlie continent has risen
to 10 times its natural geological rate; recreational and tourist activities are beginning to put
pressure on the country's natural heritage, and air and water pollution problems are apparent with
80% of the population Iiying in cities and major towns; In 1986 the importance of managing land
resources in a more sustainable way was evident. There was also a growing awareness of tne need
fora co~ordinated international approach to global environmental problems and the need to
demonstrate commitment to' future generations.
Whilst the movement seems to have been warmly recehred by the farming community, it.s
introduction was not entirely without opposition. Farmers were apprehensive that property values
might decline as a result of negative publicity. Some local government (igencies did not wish to see
their constituencies and hence rating base diminish,70
...
..
Groups must satisfy specific entry and viability criteria to achieve Landcare status in Victoria.
Groups must demonstrate the potential for improvement in the long-term productivity of natural
resources and ability to conserve those resources. They must develop a realistic plan that addresses
locally important land.conservation issues. Group activities must be predominantly oriented to the
care and· protection of the land and its associated resources. The group must reflect a local
community base with members drawn {rom a defined . SToup area. Geography is the major
determinant of Landcar~ group boundaries .. Typically, groups are formed on the basis of catchment.
areas, watersheds/valleys or creeks. 71 It is seen as important to ens~lfe that a group is "as
· geographically homogeneous as possible" - boundaries ought to be based on "natural" lines and the
probiems to be addressed ought be shared by as many members as possible. "It is the community
of interest that will .keep Groups motivated and operating".72

to

•To· be accredited with Landcare ~tatus tpe group applies to the appropriate state ageilCY and is
assessed on the basis of the specified criteria. Some national and state funding is aV(lilable to
support Landcare co-ordinators but many Landcare groups fund andemploX,their own co-or dina tors
on a part-time basi~.73.
... ,
.
'. ...
The role of government grants in'establishing and maintaining interest in Landcare groups ~hould
not be under-estimated. "There can be little dOltbt that the 'grant carrot at the end of the string'
adds a large element of motivation to the formation of the Landcare groups".74 On the other hand
"antecedent groups" .have focused people's thinking on land management issues in the past.
Remnant structures of previously active groupings may heIp define members and the focus for new.
· Landcare groups.
In Victoria, Landcare has a genuine community base that provides the initial impetus for 'most
. Landcare groups. Officers of the Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands "provided most
·of the direction, support and advice to local individuals, who in turn have taken <;m the running of .
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th~ Group".75 The ongoing support of the Department is 'seen as critical to the survival of
Landcare in Victoria with the ,proviso that departmental officers should establish an appropriate
level of input to the functioning of the groups,
Competent management committees and energetic co-ordinators are reported as critical to the
suCcess of the groups,along wi~h effective communication. amongst members.
Women's contribution to Landcare groups is very evident in Victoria. Women !:lave well-developed
o~ganisational skills and tend to, be aware of environmental issues. They are also often better
educated than their partners an~ open to new ideas.?6
'
is.2
Connectio1l$ with co-management
Many of the Landcare groups seem to form around a single· issue such as rabbit control but
frequently broaden their focus to encompass a range of issues as they come to realise that it is
inappropriate 'to consider land management issu~s in isolation.77 A single issue is often the driving
force behind a group's ,formation but a group is often enCouraged to identify and assess the extent
and severity of other relevant land protection concerns with the aim of developing a more integrated
plan for future land management. 78 A "specific trigger event" is a recurring theme in the
establishment of Landcare groups in Victoria. Whilst additional. problems exist, and are shared by"
group members, "it was concern over tI:tat single problem which brought them together initially".79
The Research Network report comments that where two or more problems exist they tend to jostle
each other for prominence. Yet, Landcare group members themselves acknowledge that Landcare
involves a wider context.
. .
.
The co-management model implies that a multi-year formalised and binding agreement is ,a
favourable pre-condition leading to successful eo-operative approaches to problems. Whilst there
is no legislative 'basis for Landcare in Victoria,80 in South Australia the South Australian Soil
Conservation and LandCare Act 1989 commits the State and people to sustainable land management.
It is a distinguishIng feature of the South Australian approach that a"voluntary~eaucatjon
awareness-self interest appJ;oach" ,to land degradation is considered, ineffective without a legal
framework. 81 Incentives are regarded as very important in the proper functioning of Landcare
arrangements; They can be provided through regulatiQnor financial and social incentives or
disincentives. 82 ,
'
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The co-management framework predicts that an energetic person is required to: initiate and keep
the group functioning. Landcare group co-ordinators have an important role in the Australian
experience. In Victoria, this co-ordinator is ultimately funded by the group members and may be
a full-time positio~. The co-ordinator interacts with land' management agencies to extract
information for group members. An official of the Department of Conservation, Forest and Lands
typically identifies an enthusiastic local person or "committed individual" who is willing to act as
a focus of interest. In the initial stages of group development, Landcare is promoted more by'
"progressive elements, who find 'their way to the land than by ~raditionaUarmers - who it appears
do not embrace t~e concept as quickly".83,
.'
. . .'
Landcare groups may provide a social focus for the activities ·of rural communities.. The model
predicts that co-management may at times simultaneously conserve and enhance a cultural or social.'
.system, while conserving and enhancing the reso~rce. Reference is often made, in literature
describing Landcare arrangements, tq the social benefits produced by the groups. These benefits are
often created by the group co-ordinator who is generally part of the Landcare' group's community
and has good standing and respect in the community. "People need to trust and know the person
and the co-ordinator needs to know how to handle people ".84
.'
.Landcare can also help bringneighoours closer together ~ith the group beco~ing the focus of social
contact. Landcare experience confirms that' geographical bou~daries that define shared problems
favour group cohesion - a feature typjcal of co-management systems. The groups most pre-adapted
to co-management are generally those that already have a 'cohesive social system which enables the·
group's membership to be clearly defined. In the Landcareexperience, catchment boundaries are
most effective in defining groups. "Antecedent groups" where cohesion has been created ,at an
earlier stage also favour co-management approaches.
Government bureaucracy needs t6 be small and its mandate fairly regional or local to encourage Comanagement arra!lgements. The Landcare approach is still evolving but in Victoria the Department
of COnservation, Forest and Lands' administration of the'Landcare programme has 1:?een criticised.
Most comments. referred to poor adminIstration, unco-ordinated 'passage of information to the
groups which creates pressures and deadlines for the groups,and a general lack of understanding
of what is required on the land. A lack of co-operation within the Department is seen as hindering
group functioning and examples of hypocrisy are cited. These criticisms hint at .the need for a
cohesive, clearly focused and effective unit of government forco~management to:work·this may be
more readily achieved if the u~it is small and closely oriented toward local affairs.
'Benefits of Landcare group membership, aside from access togovenlment funds, include improved
access to technical assistance, the ability to lobby and produce submissions as a group. Efforts to
combat land management problems are thought to be better, because of the cumulative energies of
members in approaching problems that cross individual property boundaries.- There may be
Improved publicity and recognition of thy problems due to the activities of the group and land values
can increase. Members ClaiIp. an improved understanding of the problems through group discussion .
and support. There are also the benefits of networking with other La ndca re groups. A sense of
. involvement in local decision making may emerge, along' with feelings of self determination and
. grou~ independence. Landcare groups may also provide a social focus for rural community activities.
Farmers involved in Landcare who participated ih the Research Network's study commented that
group members put more money into group activities than they receive in grants. Their contribution
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is 9ften by way of labour. Ther(f is some cynicism about the value of government input - Landcare
is sometimes seen· as a political ploy to pr..esent a rosy picture of. the rapport between government
and rural community.
Despite these comments, the benefits noted by Victorian Landcare members, included increased l:uid
value at selling time, improved aesthetic appeal,Increased pride and satisfaction, flow-on benefits
in other parts of the catchment and gains for'future generations. Members found it difficult .to
attach an econoinic value to these gains.
The staff of res~)Urce management agencies must mOdify their traditional relationships with land
users if a partnership relationship is to operate: Agency staff must act as consultants rather than
the ultimate decision maker - a role that now becqmes a group· function: 85 "
.

.

, "Extension officers, and the policies of their organisations, will need to ... develop
new strategies to help achieve community goals (usingco-bperative action) as
well as fulfilling individmll farmer goals'''.
Staff of these agencies need to develop riew group facilitation and co-ordination skills which at first
sight may not be appealing. Landcare arrangements require a different extension approach. to that
used tnlditionaiIy in technology transfer. A critical as.peet of the success of Landcare groups is that
government agencies have dear, non-conflicting Objectives. Confusion over the roles of the agencies
can hamper progress over land management problems. Thus, the ability and ,willingness of the·
"official'; party to co-man;t:geis open to analYSis. The' obj(fctivesof the agendes and the skills of
their staff require consideration. These skills should include the abqity to: 86

.

(i)

demonstrate the link between individual
action and community
effect,
.
.

(ii)

ass.ist financial and social benefits to flow from 'one part of tbe community to another,

. (iii)

encourage support groups to be viable and effective through the use of group maintenance
activities, and

(iv)

develop riew networks with non-farm community organisations and media to support the
on-ground work of farmer groups.
. .

Key features of Lan~care groups are their preference for self-reliance and independence and
informality. Agencies interacting with community groups need to respect these qualities and not
place. deinands on the groups.
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4.6

Discussion

The case study experience of land management initiatives suggests that land and fisheries
management pose common problems for policy. The problems centre on the ability of resource
.management sy~tems to capture the collective benefits of resource use cO-ordination.
This common feature suggests that there maybe opportunities for common strategies in overcOming
or resolving structural problems. Certainly the case studies of selected land management initiatives
have attributes associated with the fisheries co-management model. These attributes include the
need for a management response to crises, .the identification of an affected community of interest,
the importance of key personnel in facilitating adion, th.e scale of the problem, and ihe lack of an
identifiable single solution.. To a greater (as in the case ofJhe KHRCq or lesser (as in the case
· of the R&LMP) extent, lan~ mimagemenUnitiatives have incorporated co-management attributes.
That.existing land management initiatives incorporate co-management attributes is not to suggest
that they can be taken as a likely measure of the performance of co-operative arrangements in land:
.management. These land management initiatives· reflect a variety of policy procedures and
objectives, often quite unrelated to the achievement of co-management. Moreover, in New Zealan<;i
· these initiatives have taken place against a background of Significant govern~ent restructuring which
has changed roles and responsibilities .. Existing land management initiatives reflect a confusing m~
of policy goals and outcomes.
Notwithstanding this confused picture, the results from the case studies indicate that there are
opportunities for using co-operative approacIies to enhance the performance of land management
policies in New Zealand: Co-management, however, has 'not tieen an objective of management and
· has been unable to evolve within the constraints imposed by existing arrangements. The next two
chapters explore how these arrangements might be altered to facilitate the adoption of co.
management within the policy process.

\
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Commuriitycomment on approaches to

5:1

~andmanagement

Community perspectives on land ·management

The outcome of the desk-top reviews of recent land m;magement initiatives in New Zealand .md
Australia is, by its nature, divorced from' the experience of those affected.· . Some subtle, social.
interaction aspects of the co-operative template tended notto be reflected in the formal written
accounts of the initiatives. .
.
.
· The objective·in this phase was to gain a perspective from those affected by past approaches to land
· management. Input was needed to gauge whether or not any aspects ·of co-operativeness had
appeared
or seemed likely to· appear at the community
and among lillld user's.
.
.
.
.l~vel
.
.

'

,

.

The. focus of intera<;tion with those affected was on generic problems inland·management rather
· than .on· particular land management initiatives. Feedback from . the Consultative Group had
.highlighted the difficulty o( profiling a community of inte~est in a meaningful way. Instead
perspectiVes on land management initiatives ~ere gauged from community commentators. They were
identified because of their ability to,offeran o!5;jective, reporter or observer perspectiye and provide
insights into farming community pr()Cesses. The community observers included:
tangata whenu~~7

(i)

(ii) .
· (iii)

. women,
media,

(iv)

rural. bank loans officers,
01.7-

(v)

farm consultants,

(vi)

lawyers,

... (vii)

10calyounciIlors,
mini~try,

(viii)

church-based

.

(ix)

community workers,and

(x)

health counsdlors.

f.\ number of individuals were identifi,edas obserVers through

discussion with researchers familiar
with cOmmunities in the hill aM high country of the South Island. Initial contact with some of these
individuals led to the identification of others whom they Jelt might more appropriately participate
in the stUdy.
. .

87
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Community observers were asked a series of questions on situational aspects 01 the co-m:mageIllent
model: The questions were oesigned to yield comments about, the extent to which land management
'probiems were recognised, the type of investment farmers had made in solving the problems, and
the consequences of that investment for both farmer and non-farmer relationships and other parties
involved in addressing:the problems:
'
The co-management mOdel focuses on' two parties, the resource~inanagemerit agenCies and the land, '
users, who participate in an arrangement leading to mutual benefits, Thequestions were intended
to draw cqmment on the,qynamics of the land user group. A standardised set Qfquestions was used
to ensure consistency in'the iriterviewprocess.
' .

"

.

,

.

. . .

Initial' contact with the 'observers was by telephone. During that exchange: observers were able to
choose how they wanted to participate in the, study. Some preferred to be interviewed immediately
o.ver the phone, while, others made appointments for follow-up phone calls or vIsits.' Some
participants supplied written comment on the questions.
'
,

5.2

'Community of interest and land management

The results ofB interviews with' community, observers are presented here as generalised trends.

Question J

, To what extent isthere wide$preadrecognition of land' management problems in the arta
' '
,
, with lv,hick you are familiar?

Some participants were uncertain about whaf was meant by, land management problem. Some,
thought that the phrase implied that the problems were,due to current land managers (i.e. farmers)
'and challenged this assertion. Through discussion it was explained that the term was intended to
refer to pervasiveproblems or challenges facing all those with a responsibility for laild m~.nagement.
'Generally, those ,who identified ~ith land management problems were those, directly affected bY
them, namely the farmers; WhIlst members of the wider community and those living in small rural
servi~ towns knew of the problems~ they were more removed from them. It was mentioned that
in some settlements where these problems exist, the population maybe 'somewhat transie~t with
people moving in ano out of communities because of labour demands during peak tourist seasons
and harvesting times. Land ,management. problems appear to be less oLa concerri to such people.
,It was noted that members Qithe wider communities were 'aware of the problems, to the extent that
they were visible and affected the quality of the landscape.
' '

, QUestion 2 '

'Do land users affected by this problem have a shared approach.to the,situation? Why do,
you think that this is the case? How is this evident?

,The examples given ofa shared approach to

resolving land managemeht problems were sii:e- and
problem-specifk If a particular approach is not obvious, such as for Hieracium" then a shared
approach tends not to appear. No copsistent shared apprQ:,\ch emerged, although commentators
mentioned the number of farmers meeting in small groups to dISCUSS, the problems ipLandcare-type
arrangements. The ability of farmers to undertake shared initiatives. is limited by their financial
circumstances. Many observers commented that farmers were involved in a shared approach that
was orchestrated by government, that, is, the R&LMP. Consequently, farmers were a,iready,
contributing financially through government-initiated schemes. 'They also contribute to particular
co-operatives
established
to address their needs,. such, as irrigation co~operatives.
.'
..
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Question 3

What role have land users played in addressing land problems?
•
' ,Have they contributed financialry to 'dealing with 'them, perhaps by
commissioning research?
•
,. Has any pariicular person/people taken a very active role in addressing, the
'situation?

Farmers' responses to these problems depend on the type of the problem and its, history.
Traditionally, farmers have believed that iUs up to government to provi<le the initiative,and financial
support to get shared approaches to these problems undetway. The justification for this has been
that the scale of the, problem is'too great for farmers ,t.o address, even in small groups.
Financial contributions have been made to sponsor research projects to investigate land iminagement
problems. The .organisati.ons responsible for initiating the c;ontribution ofJunds, however, have not
ne~ssarilyhada community origin, base or focus.' '
" ,
, There was considerable intere~t i~, the concept of Landcare-iype groupings~ , The contribution of
women to small group 'functioning was inentioned. Women have the communication and'
organisational skills required to maintain and ,motivate group processes~ The role of aqltalyst, a '
person displaying leaderShip skills, was confirmed as crucial in establishing co-operation amongst
farmers., The 'evolution of an aware and motivated;small grPlJp was critical in generating activity.
Question 4 &,5 Ha~e
land users benefitted from any appniaches to relieving the land
. " .
.. problem? H(Jw?,
'

How have those'benefits been "shared/distribUted"? F()r ~mple, have land users shared:
the benEfits amongst themselves? Have anybenefitsJWwedon to the wider community?

, The extent of increased benefits to farmers and, asa consequence, to' the community, is difficult to
discern., ,Comments suggested that the benefits from recent land management initiatives were not
obvious., 'Benefits are slow to be realfsed. Benefits may alsQ be defined as either emerging from,
processes that are adopted,or as,a result ofthe: processes. The latter were distinctly less obvious
to observers but, the benefits of processes were commented upon. These benefits include: shared
financiairesources, shared human resources increasing the chimce' for innovation, the flow~on effects
to local services, increasedconfidenceimd solidarity to face wha't: is perceived as an onSlaught, and ,
political clout achieved by mass of numbers and cohesion.
'
Question 6,

How have experts played
action? ' ,
,

a, role in, the defining of the, situation and the planning of
"

,

Exp~rts have played a' significant role in the approaches taken to land maragement. At times their
advice has proven to be inappropriate. Current, land management problems may have been
, exacerbated by that advice. The r~ral community is often vulnerable and eager to absorb new
information but unable to verify the quality of that information. N~vertheIessexperts are being
pressured to provide sOlutions to contemporary problems such as Hieraciuin. Comments were made
, that experts are too slow,to idtmtify solutions to some problems that have been: emerging for some
,time. Experts candisappoint, exasperate or frustrate land users.

The youth and inexperience of some experts~as cited as a concern for, some land users. The way
in which they present information and communicate ,with land users is not always at a usable and
digestible level. More effort is needed to bridge the ,communication gap between farmers and
management agencies; suggestive rather than dictative communication is preferred, Some comments
were received on the lack,of account 'experts took of knowledge held by land users,. Tbey ~eemed
inflexible and unwilling to accommodate anecdotal DI," on-farm information that might questiontheir
organisation's 'perspeCtive
challenge mainstream knowledge.
''

or
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Reorganisations of central government agencies and changes in funding arrange~ents for staff within
, these agencies have 'made access to experts more difficult and more expensive. There has been a
lack of cOntinuity in that staff come and go. Trust and respectfor experts appears to depend on the
individual expert. '
,, '
"
, '
Question 7

Have parties other. than land users had Iln input to defining these land problems and
planning attion?How tlid that'happen?'
, '

, Other parties do shape the debate about pervasive land problems. Their concern tends to focus on '
the consequences of the problems rather than clearly articulat~ng their definition of the problems.
'Theprovisions intheResource ManagementAct 1991 relating to consultation during decision making
. concern some individuals. The concern is that the potential input of other interests will lead to
coSts and time delays and that decisions might unduly reflect the needs of thqse not living on the. ,,'
land. It was felt that such democratic processes can be costly ~nddistractiye.
,

,

. Within rural communities, non-farming iridividuals often find it difficult to express their views on.
approaches to land management problems if these' are inconsistent with the prevailing ,land Jlsers' ,
view. Whilst interested outside parties can express their views, those living in rural commu:nities are
more constrained by fears of ostracism or appearing disloyal. In some respects outsideinterests tend'
to polaris~ the views within farming communities .. They are source of infQrmation which'might
otherwise Qot'receive an airing and may represent views with which non~farming community .
..
,
. members sympathise."

a

QuestionS

.

To what exteni have land users appeared willing toeD-operate with these other parties? .
. In particular, a ,willingness to cq~opet:ate with governme.nt cit central, regional ,and local
levelS? ,Has it happened? How?'.
'"
.
.

.

.

,Willingness to co-operate with. other paiti~s such a~ government' at central, regional and local level
, " appears to b~ widespread .. Co-operation with non-government agencies is less eviqent.' Whilst some
government departments receive widespread support from rural com:muniti~s, and in particular •
..' farmers,others have used up all the good faith extended by farmers~ This souring of rapport appears.
to stem from indecision a:nd lengthy delays in reaching agreement, overly highexpeGtations, of '
farmer~'ability to contribute financially to schemes, inconsiStent messages ~nd contradictory signals.
Question 9

Haveklnd users felt more or less. willing and able to participate and represent their
interests equally with those expressed by offICialS in the process that leads to approaehing
land problems?

Farmers are portrayed by observers as being well able to represent their views in: relevant fora but
that fora have to be convened to encourage participation., Fariners will not participate if they are
suspiciouS or uncertain about the agendas of others present. Some key spokes'people tend to emerge .
in rural communities and they traditionally hold the floor. This G!ll make it difficult forll:ew "
opinions and approaches, to be vOiced: ,
Questw~ 10'

Do land users seem toluive access to all the information Q.vailabk on the healthlcondition
of the resource? How has that. happened-? Are people willing to continue to share
informatwnand work together over these lam! problems? What account ~o "experts"
appear to take of local knowledge about the resource?, .
,

.

Some observers felt that they lacked the authority to comment on the availabHityand adequacy of
information to farmers. It was mentioned that sometimes farmers may not know about things that
others have access to and hence are unaware of their lack.of information. Others commented that
therejs plenty of information but very littleanalysis. Instead, information from particular sources
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is often presented with a particular objective in mind, leaving it up to the consumers of that
information to reconcile discrepancies.
Question 11

Has a degree of trust been established between kmd users· and resource management
agencies as a resu/J of attempts to approach fatUi problems?

Trust between land users and resource management agencies appears to ebb and flow. Ii was
reported that considerable trust had existed but .that constant changes in government agencies had
eroded that trust. New legislation was also testing that trust. Trust also had to be earned. Rural
communities were unwilling to be too open and trusting since many personalities pass through but
few stay and demonstrate their commitment.
.

5.3

Discussiou

Community observers confirmed that land users, that is, farmers are most concerned with the
problems that land management initiatives are designed to address. Wider rural community concern,
at a level which motivates individuals to participate in land .management initiatives, is not as
heightened. Those living in rural settlements are more conCerned about a weakened local economy.
It was noted that land management problems may affect the. aesthetic qualities ofthe area and hence
.
its appeal to tourists.
These comments suggest that farmers are the key group likely to want to participate further in the
design and implementation ofland management initiatives.- Wider community involvement is likely
.to be less enduring. "
Shared approaches to some problems are evident where the required strategy is obvious and agreed
upon. Small Landcare groups are developing throughout the South Island high country primarily
for the purposes of weed and pest control, with members benefitting from gmup identity and
support The widerrural community is less likely to perceive these benefits from shared approaches
to land management problems or to receive immediate,tangible benefits itself. Instead, there is likely
to be a lag period until economic vitality returns to the region and there is a renewed interest
amongst farmers in community affairs.
A shared approach depends on clear solutions to land management problems.' It also relies on
farmers having the financial security to adopt the appropriate solution. A key person or small group.
of people providing leadership and initiative to generate meetings and involve others is critical.
.
Women may have a key role to play in facili'tating this process.
Experts are viewed with scepticism. Support for their input to problem solving has suffered with
recent government restructuring. Credibility can be earned if experts are willing to approach farmers
on their terms.
A willingness to co-operate appears to have existed,and to continue to exist,between land users and
government agencies. This is partly because clearly defined legal requirements prescribe that land
users interact with these agencies over particular consents. Again, changes in local authorities and
the Resource Management Act 1991 have created uncertainty and disruption. The input of other
parties is less warmly received. These parties are perceived as being an interfe'ring and unhelpful
influence on decisions that are of direct concern to land users. Non-farming local participation in
defining problems' in land management is constrained by the dynamics of small communities. It
appears easier to participate in these issues fr,om the relative anonymity afforded by distance.
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. On the basis of the community of interest consultation undertaken in this project it is difficult to
determine whether non-farming individuals living in rural communities actively seek the opponunity
to have an input to decisions that more directly affect the lives offarmers. It appears that they are
unwilling to oppose dominant views in the. rural communities .. Further investigation' is required to
discern whether the proposed arrangement for land users and resource management agencies to
work more co-operatively would benefit from the involvement of non-farming locals or indeed from
. the input of p~rties living outside the rural communities. One of Pinkerton's favourable preconditions for suc<;:essful co-management' is fora for discussion that include participants other than
the predominant resource users and government officials. It may be possible to organise such fora
as an adjunct to the more close-knit co-management arrangements in order to facilitate the input
of non-farming locals.
•
The extent to which past approaches to land management problems had made information more
readily available to farmers is difficult to discern. Community observers were not always aware of
the quality and quantity of available information. Past interactions with officials had generated some
trust but that was very much dependent on the individuals and situations involved.
Community observers suggested that a co-operative approach to land management between I~nd
users and local resource management agencies could orily evolve from land user initiative. Artificial
inducements which can be removed later, are viewed with mistrust.
The boundaries that define group membership reflect the geography of the are'!. People facing
similar problems tend to live close to one another: Remnants of past organisations concerned with
!lind management problems, such as the' Rabbit Control Boards, may .shape the boundaries of
emerging groups.
The success of any efforts by land users to create co-operative arrangements will depend upon the
reception received from official agencies. These agencies must recognise the apility of land users
to contribu~e to management functions~ .
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Exploring arrangements
.,management.
6;1

for co-operative approaches. to . land

Assembling the parts
.

.

.

,"

,

. The last phase of the research was a workshop to explore arrangements appropriate for co-operative
land management. It· was intended that workshop partIcipants, including ·members of the
consultative group, community observers, research team and the client, the Ministry for the
Environment, .meet to:
(i)

reflect on the re~earch process,
be briefed on a selection of research findings, and

.. (ii)

explore the merits of a co-operative approach as it might operate in New Zealand for land
' .
management.

(iii)

T~e workShop provided the. opportunHy' for relevant interests to examine and CntICISe the
.implications Of arrangements for co-operative management. The forum also provided it check on
the genuine usefulness of,' and issues· raised' by, co-operative arrangements at various levels:
community, government (central and regional, staff and elected officials)' policy making, interest
group, land users. .
.

all

Th~ workshop involved a' morning' session in which
ovetview of the research project was
. presented along with some of the findings to that stage. The afternoon was spent with four panel
xnem.bers presenting their perspectives' followed by g~oup discussion.

The authors' objective was to emphasise. the exploration of ideas. For the purposes of discussion,
the co-management partnership suggested by the framework was considered to involve land users
(i.e. farmers) and the local resource management agency (i.e~regiomil council).
.
The results are pres~nted in this chapter as an assemblage of comments structured undefthree
emerging issues: the incentive for groups to co-operate, the abilitY-of co-management to
accommodate various interests, and the pre-requisites for action.

6.2

Examining the issues

the incentive for groups to co-operate?
Participants asked about the extent· of any' moral commitment between the' parties to co.' management. The role of a binding contract in ensuring that the parties fulfil their ro~e in a comanagement partnership was seen as important to central govemnient agencies. Such a contract
would be ess~ntilll if funds were to.be eXChanged between parties.
(i)

Some collective-action arrangements among faqnersdo feature a contract but do not involve the
exchange of funds among group participants. Pilfticipants believed that a single interest that bound
. group members together
may overcOme the need
for a formal contract
within thegrotip itself.
:
.
.
.
.
,
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,The role of funding in achieving group cohesion was exploJ;ed~ Participants noted that money is an
incentive but that group survival relies upon more t,han money. An energetic leader and a group
, focus is needed.
the accommodation of other perspectives in a co-operative partnership between .the Crown and
/(!.rmers?,
,
Participants asked towhat extent other interests may be reflected in a co-management arrangement.
How might views other than those of land users and the government agency be accommodaied?'
Mixed views were expressed about the need for and extent of this involvement and how productive'
wider involvement would' be.
(ii) ,

,

,

, The view was expressed that the wider community perspective had a role to play in setting objectives
and designing policy for land management but not in implementing processes for achieving
,objectives. Oricean environmental "bottom-line" was agreed upon tlirough the pllfticipation of
various interests, then cocoperative arrangements may be appropriat~ asa mechanism for working'
towards that objective.' The need for farmer;;; to have total decision-making authority over issues
" affecting their livelihood was raised. Farmers own the problems - they monitor the quality of the
land. and, seek solutions. Laild user commitment to hind management policies is critical if the
policies are to succeed; a sense of qwnership is important. . Those representing the interests of
farmers at the workshop reminded the group that there is a need for, co-operative arrangements, to
be farmer-driven if trust isto}e regainedwithofficial agencies.
'
Yet, non-farming community members may want to participate, just as' those who have views on land
management outside the, rur~J community have the prerogative to participate. ,Some 'workshop,
participants believed it was important that the, values held by individuals outside the co-operative
arrangement be reflected in decision making. Such an approach would increase the chan~e of
commitment to and ,support for land management policies from those outside the co-operative
'partnership. Further, input from the perspectives ofbroader interests could help draw attention to
issues which those closer to the problems do not perceive as important.
, How the relative weighting to be accorded the different interests co~ld be decided was unclear. The ,
question ou'nadequateIy defined rights to use natural resourcesartd inadequate legal boundaries
describing effects and liability or responsibility was raised; The legal system is generally ineffective
at prescribing mechanisms for dealing withex!ernalities; that is, the off-site effects of resource use.
,

'

A national perspective on some issues challeng'irig land managers was seen as critiCal. Forestry in
the Mac~enzie has been advocated both as an' !llternative land ,use and a threat to the landscape's
aesthetic qualities. People ~eed to be better informed and exposed to practical demonstrations of '
proposed solutions if prejudices are to be avoided. Much reaction can be, based on suspicion and
uncei'tainty.
, (iii) ,

the pre;'requisites!or action?

Before co-management emerges, there has to bea clear crisis as a catalyst for action. The nature
ofthe crisis is important inthatit determines whether there is clear agreement over the approprhne
response. People from outside farming communities may define the problem, but there will be little
action if people affected by the crisis do not agree with that definition., Action relies on the
recognition and acceptance of the problem's cause and its effect. Once the solution is identified
. then both rural and urban~based individuals' can be involved in a sirategy to address the crIsis.
Agreement over the problem is critical,otherwise one SOlution is substituted for another. ,Reaching
agreement requires negotiation skills both within the comll1unity and between thecominuriity and
prqblems in New Zealand appear not
other parties. The 'difficulty is that various land management
.
,

,
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to have easily identified causes compared with the definite salinization problems facing Australian
land managers. Land management problems in New Zealand· can vary farm by farm.
Over the years trust between farming communities and the bureaucracy has been severely eroded.
In part that may be overcome by undertaking research within areas afflicted by land management
problems and inv~lving affected groups more in the process of considering management options.
Participation in decision and policy making is critical if commitment is to be gained.
Education and leadership skills for farming communities were raised as important. Ways of
generating ideas need to be addressed. Communication skills and the ability to transfer information
about group achievements is critical if "doubters" are to be brought onside and convinced of the
merits of co~op'etative efforts .. The benefits of being invQlved and of proposed options need to be
t::learly established before people will lend their support. Those benefits have to be portrayed from
the perspective ofland users and must be capable of being realised in the short term.
.

.

.

.

.An energetic person is often a key in catalysing action, maintaining enthusiasm, and ensuring the

ongoing functioning of co "operative groups. The motivation and enthusiasm of a community can
become. dependent· on such a person - the community's enthusiasm may "ebb and flow" as these
personalities come and go. The needs of farmers, by comparison, do not "ebb and flow"; they are
constant and urgent.
Mechanisms for maintaining and supporting community processes such as meeting places and regular
social functions are important in providing opportunities for peo'ple to gei together and establish
common ground and for illitiative to emerge. Yet there is a risk of government. agencies pressuring
rural communities to organise themselves in preparation for havjng a greater input to land
management. People want to develop their own initiatives. Landcare-typegroups cannot be staged
by government agencies but signs of initiative can be nurtured. Regional councils are busy focusing
. , on the new responsibilities in the Resource Management Act 1991 and may be unable to commit time
to initiating co-operative arrangements. Yet, councils need to support the groups if they are to be
effective. Regional govermrient's role could be focused on infoimationsharing so that people on
the ground have access to information and can take the initiative:
.
Government agencies cannot select agency staff to be trained as facilitators in these farming
communities - facilita~ors cannot be taught what it· means to live in and be part of these
communities. There are already people who can act as facilitators and could liaise with agency staff.
Regional councils could approach groups to nominate their own spokespeople or contact points.
Waiting for a crisis to emerge and be recognised before taking action is not ideal; mechanisms need
to exist for detecting problems before they result in crises. Co-operative management may offer an
opportunity to take a proactive approach to land management.
.
Land users and resource management agencies must accept the contribution that co-operative
arrangements can make to addressing land managemerit problems. Change is going to require
acceptance from the offiCial level. There needs to be.a willingness to relinquish authority as well
as a rising of energy and expectation from the grass roots. Landeare arrangements have reversed
the power relationship between agencies and land users - this could also happen in New Zealand..
(iv)
additional comments
The issue facing those responsible for land management is community sustainability as well as
envirorimental or ecological sustainability.
.'
.~

Problems of land management can be viewed in a wider context of challenges facing rural New
Zealand's communities e.g. education issues, access ~o medical services, rights of women,
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unemployment etc. Some important issues that are broader than resource management need to be
addressed.
The current generation of farmers is challenging government more than its predecessors. Today's
·farmers are ready for more involvement in decision making. Expectations that they'wiil be consulted
have increased. There are definite changes in the way people are approaching these issues.· The
important role of farming women is evident~
A trial and growth approach seems sensible.. Trust will follow from successes that arise·from the
· opportunity to act 9ut new ways of relating to each other and learning from that experience.

6.3

Exploring arrangements

Widespread agreement emerged on the need for a co-operative approach to land management. The
approach was seen as timely since those affected by policies have an increasing expectation of being
consulted and involved, regional government now has responsibility for various land management
functions, and the severity of problems left unresolved by past efforts necessitates action. There are
·differences in opinion, however, over which parties have a right to participate in theemergtng cooperative partnership.
.
Land users.and their advisors suggest that it is farmers' livelihoods that are at stake and that they
need to develop a dose working relationship with regional councils if real progress is to be made.
The influence of outside parties is seen as detrimental to the achievement of land management
objectives. Yet those representing both local farming community interests and more nationallyoriented i:n.terests claim that the partnership is too narrow - valuable information and perspectives;
as well as the ability to detect problems earlier are not capitalised upon. Further; the Resource
Management Act 1991 requires regional councils to consult over theirpolicY.and plan making and
in considering .consent applications. They therefore have an obligation to accommodate broader
perspectives. The extent to which regional councils can juggle the needs offarmers who demand
a close-knit relationship and wider interests who require an input to the process remainsto be seen.
The input of views froin local rural communities needs to be carefully managed since the dynamics
of small communities can make it difficult for open expression of contrary views. Some form of
.mediation or facilitated negotiation may improve potentially strained community relationships and
school rural communities in new ways of accommodating existing and new viewpoints.
lan~ management might be dealt with by involving
interest groups in the setting of minimum environmental standards. Under the Resource
Management Act 1991 this process may be satisfied by the production of national policy statements .
.Such documents are likely to be extremely broad however, and the extent they are likely to provide
genuine guid~mce for regional councils is uncertain. Once the environmental standards were agreed
upon, the co-management partnership could be left to evolve.

It was suggested that the broader perspective on

Uncertainty exists over how to proceed towards co-operative arrangements. It was recognised that
· both parties must acknowledge the contribution of the other and must also agree upon the nature·
of the problem and its likely cause. Achieving this recognition will not be easy. Regional councils
must be receptive to approaches by ·farmer groups seeking input to the process of management.
They can provide information a:nd nurture signs of self-organisation. Tile benefits of relinquishing
some management authority to farmer groups need to be clearly communicated to regional councils.
Farmers, for their own part, want the opportunity to establish their own groupings. Government
agencies and land management initiatives should not stifle or swamp grass-rootS initiatives. Farmer
· groups will take. time to evolve as members explore the benefits of co-ordinated action.
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The ability to test the contribution that farmet groups' may make to land management is vItal - from
small gains . larger successes may foilow. Trust is the key and it must be earned by both parties to
co-management as well as by sectoral interests concerned for national issues raised by land
management. Confidence' in a co-operative partnership may then evolve.

6.4

. Perspectives on co-management

A consultative approach was used for this research. Input to the assessment ,of the opportunities
for co-operative approaches was sought from patties with aninterestin land management .. Clearly,
. for there to be a genuinely co-operative approach, participation at all stages of the policy~making
process is critical, especially in the early problem identification stage.
When presenting the co-management model to parties for their comment there was pressure to
present it in terms of the processes and practices made possible under the Resource ManagementAct
1991. For example, the parties to the co-operative arrangement naturally became described as
farmers and the regional council, with the latter as the representative of t.he community interest,
rather than resource users and the local representative of government administration. Thus, what
began as a theoretical framework became an arrangement depicting actors and their potential roles
more familiar ,to the parties from wllOmcomment was sought. The process of fitting the co~
management model into the context bf the Resource Management Act 1991 is noted as a separate
. and important task.
.
Despite these qualifications on the research findings, interaction with various parties throughout this
ptoject,indicate~ widespre,ad support for efforts that might broaoly be described as more cooperative. Participants representing various interests at the workshop were optimistic about the
benefits lobe gained from such arrangements but all placed caveats on the nature of those
arrangements. Since the research project was not designed to prescribe'in detail the mechanics of
particular co-operative arrangements, but rather to identify approaches that are appropriate for co'operative resource management, the manner in which co-management might evolve was not specified
. and so these caveats were noted. The generality of the information presented to study participants,
however, means it would. be inappropriate to make definitive conclusions about the merits or
drawbacks' of co-operative arrangements.
Instead, it is possible to comment on the positive and negative prospects for co-management from
the perspective of three emerging groups who have an interest in the co-management partnership
and the outcomes generated by such a partnership. These groups are farmer, regional council, and
third party interests.
(i)'
A farming perspective
Farmers are supportive of the opportunity to work more closely with the local regulatory authority.
They have had a history of dealing with local personneland,despite ongoing structural and
administrative changes within these agencies, some trust does exist be~we~n farmers and the local
agencies. Farmers recognise that there are distinct crises that require a co~ordinated response.
Rabbits and Hieracium, erosion and drought are problems that cannot be solved by individuals..
Farmers thus wekom~ the opportunity to build a closer working relationship with the regulatory
agency representing the community as a whole.

. The input of third party interests isseen as unproductive. Farmers believe their liveli~oods are at
stake and they have a sustained interest in solving land management problems compared to the
perceived discontinuous interest of outside groups.
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The. issue for farmers is how to get a closer working relationship off the ground. Access points to
decision-making processes are needed. Farmers do not want co-ordination to evolve from the
community level. While a financial base is seen as important, there is concern that groups may arise
asa result of explicit financial support and not because there is a genuine reason for thegimip to
emerge. Farmers do not want 'to be caught in a dependency trap.
The· farming community recognises that it has its own leaders and co~ordinators and that having an
agency person thrust upon them to establish co-operative groups may not be what is needed.
Farmers would like the opportunity to express their needs to the' regulatory agency and to have
those needs heard and acted upon.
(ii)
A regulatory agency perspective
Regulatory authorities are coming to terms with the requirements of the Resource Management Act
199i and recognise that they have a need to consult widely with the communities affected by their
decisions. The requirement to consult brings with it the need for new skills in facilitation and
negotiation amongst agency personnel and new networks. It also makes decision making a costly
and time-consuming process. The extent towhich regulaiory agencies are therefore willing to enter
into co-operative arrangements with farmers is unclear. It seems unlikely that they will initiate such
arrangements. In the area of service delivery, however, it appe~rs that some regional councils are
giving farmers the opportunity to make their own arrangements for the provision of services such
as pest control. Examples of farmer input to policy making are less evident.

lJncertaintyexists about the implications of co-operative arrangements for the councils. If funds are
. transferred from councils to. farmers, to enable them to assume some responsibilities for land
management, legal contracts may need to be arranged. Councils are required to be accountable to
their constituents and processes must exist which demonstrate this accountability. Outcomes must
. be consistent with regional policy statements and national policy statements. Regional councils are
thus likely to be concerned about ensuring that the outcomes of the co-management parinership are
acceptable to the wider community and are defensible nationally. Land management policies should
therefore provide mechanisms for measuring consistency of outcomes with community perspectives
on land management.
Regional councils appear to be somewhat sceptical of the ability of farmers to assume
responsibilities for land management.

A third-party perspective
Most third-party interests are a reflection of a concern for environmental quality. It is recognised
that if land management policies are to work they must be owned and accepted, by. those affected
by them and those charged with implementing them. What is of concern to those representing third.party interests is that the outcomes generated by the co-management partnership reflect the wishes
of outside parties. Opportuniiies,for input to the deliberations of co-managing parties is sought.

, (iii)

Various mechanisms exist for such input. At the local community level, negotiation between farmers
and wider community interests may be arranged. At times it is difficult for those who live in rural
communities to express opinions that are contrary to the prevailing view. The responsibility for
initiating facilitation seems to lie appropriately with the regional authority. Regional councils are
democratic bodies responsible for representing the community interest. Yet the extent to which this'
facilitation process may compromise trust between the authority and farmers should be considered.
Independent facilitators may be required.
The opportunity'for more nationally spread perspectives to be reflected in co-operative arrangements
may be instituted through input to the preparation of national policy statements. Until examples
of such. policy statemenis are available for analysis, however, and the process by which regiomil
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policy statements are rendered consistent ~ith these national stateinents has evolved, it is difficult
to foresee with any certainty the robustness of this public participation opportunity. Another, but
more reactive; opportunity to augment the outcomes of co-management may be through lengthy and
potentially costly legal appeals. If this route is opted for the initiative will have to come from third-·
party interests.
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CHAPTER'

Prospects for co-operativeapproacbes to land management·

7.1

. Potential for co-operative land management in New Zealand .

.

. The theme of this research has been to gain an understanding of approaches appropriate
co-operative land management.

to

The general thrust ofland management policies that operated for some 50 years under the aegis of
the Soil Conservation and Rivers ~Control Act 1941 was one 'of co-operative arrangements between
~andholders and government agencies with responsibiiities for the conservation and protection of
water and soil resources. These co-operative arrangements were based on a cost-sharing system for
. implementing the objectives sought under centrally determined .soil conservation policies.
New knowledge of resource use, changes in economic policy, and the restructuring of government
agencies have· dictated' a move away from' these cost-sharing arrangements. Regionally-based
resource management agencies now have considerable discretion in choosing the policies and actions
needed to achieve outcomes under the Resource Management Act 1991.
Land management policies are currently in a state of flux. Central government still retains a direct
interest in l~nd management through its statutory duties under the Resource Management Act 1991.
It is involved in ~ssues of national importance such as the R&LMP and the afforestation of erosionprone land on the east coast of the North Island. Central government also retains responsibilities
related to the oversight and operation ·of the Resource Management Act 1991.
.
At the regional level, approaches to land management have not been formalised. There is
considerable interest in providing for Landcare and other community-based approaches: Under a
'user-pays' philosophy resource users are now expected to bear an increasing proportion of the costs
of resource use decisions .. Not unnaturally,
resource users have. sought a greater say in the choice
.
of land management strategies. There is also a countervailing argument that greater legislative
controls and planning approaches are necessary for the achievement of satisfactory outcomes.~8
Experience with co-management of local fisheries in North AmerIca provides a practical model of
co-operative resource management based on negotiated agreements between resource users and
administering agencies. Negotiation provides opportunities for social learning and;for resolving
externality problems associated with stubborn policy controversies. Co-man<igenient of fishery
resources has led to self-reliance in resource use and improved management of some of the pervasive
problems affecting use of fishery resources. Interaction through shared decision-making assists in
resolving these complex problems' by improving knowledge of the physical and social circumstances
of ,resource use.
Assessment of the co-management model suggests that it can provide a basis for new, proactive
approaches to the resolution of complex problems in land management.. Co-management stru,ctures
have the potential to assist in defining issues and in aSSigning roles and responsibilities for the
achievement of resource management outcomes. Furthermore, land management initiatives in New
88

John R. Bradsen, 'Soft sticks or hard carrots~: sustainable land use legislation. Paper
presented at the International Conference on Sustainable Land Management, Napier,.
(1991).
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Zealand and Australia have attributes typical of co-management structures: Conditions in most of .
. the case-studies favour the development of co-operative arrangements. Actual outcomes show there
is value in resource users and government agencies co-openlting and, further, achieving,resource
management outcomes without such co-operation will be extraordinarily difficult.

7.2

Potentiallimitations/weairnesses in the New Zealand situation

A major theme that emerged during the study was the extent to which local community .and wider
interests reflecting concern for environmental quality could/should be involved in co-management
arrangements. On the' one hand, apprehension was expressed about the ability' of co-operative
arrangements to take account of wider interests in land management. Some believe it is important
for the values held by individuals outside the co-operative arrangement to be reflected in decision
making. On the other hand, some farmers argue for total decision-making 'authority over issues
affecting their livelihood; they are concerned that the input of others might unduly reflect the needs
of those not living on the land. According to this view, if people from outside farming comnlUnities
define the problem there will be little action if those affected· by the crisis disagree with that
definition. Involvirig third party interests is seen as unproductive because of their perceived
. discontinuous iriterestin solving and landmanageinent problems.
Another important issue was concern as to howaco-management model mig~t fit into the context
of the Resource Management Act 1991. There·was pressure to present what began as a theoretical
framework as a model in terms of the processes and practices made 'possible under the Act.
.

,

A varied willingnes~, among potential co~management partieS to work co-operatively was apparent
in the case studies. Those involved in the Tutira Farm Study and the FARM Partnership appeared
willing to work co-operatively but the initiatives foundered through a lack of funding to implement
them. Central government assistance enabled the Kurow-Hakataramea group to search for local
solutions to their cr~is with the full support of the local governmentagency. In the implementation .
of the Rabbit and Land Managernent,Programme, co-operative arrangements have been slow to
emerge~ This could"be partly attribut~d to the fact that the property plan ,option was developed in
a policy process where the stakeholders were not in agreement as to the nature of the problem and'
how it should be addressed. The chosen option was not negotiated and the opportunity for social
learning was therefore lost.
Community commentators observed that co-operation seemed to be site- and problem-specific: Umd
holders are willing to co-operate with government representatives although' there has been some
cynicism due to apparent indecision and lengthy delays in reaching agreement. Land users do not
always trust government agencies; trust appears to ebb and flow. According to some land users cooperative arrangements need· to be farmer driven if trust is to be regained or re-established. Clearly
this issue needs to be addressed to enable new co-operative relationships to emerge. Landholders
have expressed caution about the prospects for a more co-operative approach.
Co-management is practised in North America under various property right regimes: One example
is where tribal fishing rights have provided the stimulus for co-management arrangements; another
is where non-indigenous commercial fishers are governed by local or regional institutions. The
character of the land ownership regime and the property rights governing resource use may affect
tlie willingness of resource users/farmers to participate in negotiations with their co-management
partner.
.
Co-management requires government agents to surrender some of their responsibilities in exchange
for resource users' co-operation and assistance in· management. The extent to which regulatory
agenCies are Willing to enter into co-management arrangements with farmers is unclear. Government
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,agencies need to be willing to relinquish some ,authority while recognising landusers' ability to
contribllte to management functions. Regionaleouncils must be receptive to approaches by farmer
groups seeking input tothe management process. Study participants recognised ~hat both parties
need' to, acknowledge the other's Contribution.

7.3

, The tnmsition to

co~operative

land management

.

.

'

.

Few would argue again~tthe desirability of co-operating to achieve~ policy outcomes. Thequestion
that arises is whetherwe' can develop a tentative modelto help resolve, complex land management
'problems in New Zealand,amodel thatac,knowledges and, where possible, addresses the potential
limitations referred to above. To do so a more precise definition of co'-mamigement is need,ed. The
general level of support for the concept of co-operative approaches among those involved in this
study, reflects the 10Qsenessof the concept of co~manageni.ent. General concepts are poor guides
for policy.,' The Challenge in' assessing' the relevance ,of the co-operative approach to land
management iS'in defining the concept as a practical policy proposition. The problem for policy is
in identifying how co-operative approaches to land management can operate within new institutional
, arrangements governing resource use.
.

. . . . . , .

.

If is possible ,to describe the development ofa co-management model using three basic categories
into which various meanings attached. to co-management can be reduced. 89 TheSe are: "(1) a'

, consultative pI:ocess in which (resource users) and other interest groups provide systematic advice
to (central) government officials, who remain th(:!sole decision makers; (2) the implementation and
enforcement by (resource users) of government policies and regulations which are widely accepted'
as beneficial to fishermen: and (3) a comprehensive participation by (resource users) in (reSource
, , use) decisio.n-making at the, levels of policy for~ulation, acCeptance and implemeniation".
These three definitions could be likened to the key elements forming a three phase r.oodel of cooperative management. The consultative process cOUld be seen as the first phase in the development
of a Co-management model where a range of interests, including resource users, contribute
Information as required by decision makers. Consultation tends to, dominate land management
" decision making at present.
'
The second phase, which would be represented by the category of implementation and enforcement
'of policies and regulations by resource users,could'provide the transition to ayetto be developed
, third phase' that would be~characterised by comprehensive participation by resource users/farmers. , '
One of the key elements of co-management referred to in'Chapter 2.4 relates to the best scale of
-operation for resource users. Well-organised sub-groupings that communicate well with each other
""or have effective um.brella organisations seem to provide the rriostfavourable environment. The
Landcare groups of Victoria,are essentially community-based initiatives supported by government ,
grants and agencies, although they are not described ,as co-operative arrangements they,exhibit some
of the pre-conditions required for co-management an<i some o'f the conditions favOlirable to
cOntinuing the arrangements. For example, they emerge under similar conditions (dUI:ing' a crisis
inthe resource base, for example), they ,operate best on a similar scale, they encourage social
cohesion and rely on energetic co-ordinators.
'Small Landcare, groups already emerging in New Zealand could be the pre-cursors to a fully
developed co-management approach. Throughout
this study participants
urged that
any transition
.
.
.
'"

'89

Kearney, J.P. Co-management or co-optation? The ambiguities of [ob:,'ler jishely rizanagement
in sOuth.:west Nom Scotia. In:' ,Pinkerton supra note 14 at85.
'
,
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"

.

.

"

.

to fully developed co-manageme~t must acknowledge. and extend co-operative approaches that are
already appearing.. The second or transition. phase would allow . Landcare. groups and other
community-ba~ed approaches to 'continue to .evolve torepresentthe resoun:e user partner in a comartagement model. However, warnings have been expressed that su~h groups cannot be stimulated;
artificial inducements which CaD be removed and leave groups v~lnerable are likely to. be mistrusted.
A transition phase also allows for the costs and benefits of the altered arrangements required to be
. investigated.
One of the major reservations wiih regard'to the model' relates to the involvement of third
party/national interests. This dilemma wo~ld need to be resolved during the transition phase. Those
concerned that broader interests than those of the co-management partner,s be reflecredin deCisions
would undoubtedly wish to partiCipate in the development of national.environmental standards and
national and regional policy statements where consultation is obligatory.
The transition phase also provides the opportunity to begin to identify categories 'of management
function that could be performed jointly. In· Chapter 2.3.severalcategories relevant to fisheries
management 'were listed.. During this study several categories relevant to land management were
identified.'
o'

•

.

Data-g~thering and analysis'appears to be oI)e such function with the following provisos, There is
a need for information ~o be presented at a usable. and digestible level. '. Efforts need to be made to
bridge communication gaps between landholders and management agencies. Suggestive rather tha.n
dictative communication if preferred. Management agencies are advised to take accoillit of anecdotal
on-farm information. More analysis of available information would also be valued.
.

.AIiother possible category of co-management function lies in the provision of services. It. appears
that some regional councils are giving farmers the opportunity to organise and arrange fot the
provision of services themselves.
Farmers are looking for aCCeSS points to decision-making processes. More substantial involvement
in policy making could be identified as a third potential category of management functiol1. This'
study revealed few ob~ious demonstrations of farmer input to ,policy making.
The policy process itself determines the extent .to whiCh government agencies and community
interests can realise these co-management opportunities. Understandil1g the' policy process,
therefore, sheds much light on how' action by government agencies and coriUllunities of interest can
be focused to encourage use of co-management approaches. Access points for the resource user
partner can be identified by examining the distinct 'steps which make up the .core elements of the
policy process. These steps can be described as: 90
.
.
.

. .

, identifying problems (demands ate made for government ,action),

(i)
(ii)

.formulating policy proposals (public programme proposals are initiated.anddeveloped),

(iii)

legitimating policies (a proposal is selected, political support is built for it, and it is enac!ed
in law),
'
.

(iv)

implementing policies (bureaucraCies are organised, payments or services are provided, and .
taxes .levied),
.

. 90

T. Dye, l!nderstanding Public POlicy at 24(6th ed. 1987).
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(v)

evaluating policies (prdgrammes are studied, outputs and inputs evaluated, and changes and
adjustments suggested).
.

. The policy process can be resolved into three levels of decision-making: normative, strategic and
operational. 91 At the normative level decisions are made as to what ought to be done; that is, the
problem ide~tification phase. The strategic level is where decisions are made as to what can be
done; that is, the formulation, and legitimation phases. Operational level decisions are those that
determine what is to be done; that is, the implementation and evaluation phases.
.

-

.

.

Schematically the relationship between the policy process and levels of decision-making can be
represented as follows:
Phases
in the
policy
process

Agendasetting

Phases
in levels
of
decision
making

Issue/problem
identification

Normative

Formulation

Legitimating

Strategic

Implementation

Evaluation

Operational

Public participation occurs mainly at the operational level of policy making, that is, in the
implementation and evaluation phases.92 Certainly, this has been the strategy adopted under earlier
soil conservation strategies in New Zealand. Under the model being proposed here the resource
user co-management partner would be involved in the norinative and strategic phases of the policymaking process as well. The wider c<;>mmunity could also. participate in the negotiation of setting
objectives and designing policy for land management. The co-operative arrangements might be an
appropriate mechanism for working towards implementing those objectives. Agreement requires
opportunities for facilitated negotiation/mediation within the community and between the
community and other non-local parties. The involvement of resource users thus outlined assumes
a significa~t step in the final transition to their comprehensive participation in a yet to be developed
. model of co-operative land management.
Consideration of the social dimension to land use in New Zealand and the principles underpinning·
suggests that co-management is most likely to'develop between resource users, the
farming community, and government agencies as community representatives. Co-management
thereby reconciles the external effects of rand use; upstream versus downstream, polluter verSus the
polluted, sprayer versus sprayed and so on. An important point is the extent to which such a
partnership am represent the entire spectrum of interests in land management. S\lccessful
implementation of co-management will depend on the adequacy of social choice mechanisms to
determine and ilCcommodate the wider cOinmunity interests in land .management.
co~management,

91

L. Grahain Smith. Mechanisms for public participation at a normative planning level in
Canada.. ,8 CAN. PUB. POL. 561-572 (1982).

92

Smith supra note 87 at 561.
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7.4

,Realisation 'of the co-management model

~The phases outline in this tentative model assume differing levels of power-sharing according to

Arnstein's (1%9), 'ladder of citizen participation'. The ways in which governm~nt and citizens
interact within decision-making processes can be many and varied, ranging from non-participation
to tokenism to actual power-sharing (see Figure 7.1)93.
Arnstein94 contends that consultation represents a degree of tokenism; people may hear and their
vieWs heard but not necessary heeded. This approach often produces polarised positions rather than
looking for better ways to manage the resource itselP5. In this and the implementation and
enforcement phases, resource users are simply assisting government in its decision-making role96•
'The progression of the co-management model to the phase of comprehensive participation can be
seen to correspond with Arnstein's level of partnership. Resource users can "enter into a
partnership that enables them to negotiate and engage in trade-offs with traditional power holders".
Landcare arrangements have altered the power relationship between government agencies and land
users in Australia. The nature of the partnership or co-operative management that emerges between
resource management agencies and resource users requires that staff of those agencies act as
consultants rather than t~e ultimate decision maker - a role that becomes a shared function~
Co-management, in the sense of providing for the self-reliance of resource communities, implies
meaningful partiCipation throughout the policy process. Co-management thus represents a'
significant depart~re from, management systeins adopted before enactment of the ,Resource
Management Act 1991. The challenge for those interested'in encouraging co-operative approaches
to land management is in defining the processes and procedures that enable government agencies.
to devolve authority over resource management functions while allowing communities of interest to
ae<;ept resource management responsibilities. Important questions of public policY centre on the
mechanisms for involvement in the policy process and on determining the degree of power sharing
required. The type of co-management model that could emerge in New Zealand will depend in large
part on 'the willingness of those in power to share that with resource users.

7.5

Recommendations

To the Minister for the Environment:
1.

That both the Kurow-Hakataramea and the FARM(futira initiatives pe examined in detail
in order to better understand the conditions and circumstances that led to the co~operative
amingements.

2.

That co-operative management improving land management be formulated as a practical
policy proposition for improving land management in New Zealand.

93

Sherry R. Arnstein, A ladder of citizen participation. 35 J. Am Instil. Plan. 216-224 (1969).

94

Arnstein supra note 93 at 216.

95 Kearney supra note 89 at 86.
96

~'

Kearney supra note 89 at 86.
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.3.

That the New Zealand experience of co-operative land management be monitored and
assessed withiri the framework developed in Recommendation 2.

4.

That a survey of regulatory agencies be undertaken to ascertain their willingness to enter
into co-operative arra~gements with farmers.

To the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries:
1.

That the lessons learned in this study be applied to the problem of Hieracium in semi-arid
lands.
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Citizen control
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Delegated power
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Therapy
2

Non-participation

1

Figure 7.1.

Manipulation

Eight rungs on a ladder of citizen participation. Source: Arustein, 1989, p.217
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APPENDIX 1

Indicators of <»-management (from, Pinkerton, 1989).

Potential management functions
Data gathering and analysis
Logistical decisions to prevent over-explOitation and allow sustainability
Allocation decisions·
Preservation of he~ltti of resQurce
Enforcement of regulations Qr practices that address previous three functions
Enhancement and long-tetm planning
Broad· policy decision inakinfl.

Pre-condiiions .
Real or, imagined crisis in. the resource base
Institutional crisis

.-

-

Resource users demonstrate a willingness to contribute financially to the rehabilitation of
the resource' and/or to other management functions
When there is an opportunity for a negotiation process and/or experimental co-management
of at least one simple fun<:tion
When there is an external event
When there is a prolonged persistent ignoring of local needs

-

Where institutional arrangements identify and confirm the rights Of resource users
Where there is an energy centre: a dedicated person
pressure to advance the process.

or core group who applies cons~stent

Best scale

•

Where benefits may be iinked to catchmtmts, that is, where the area is not too large

-

Number of resource users should not be too large fQr effective communication

-

Where there are well-organised sub-groupings' that communicate well with each other or
have effective umbrella organisations

-

Government bureaucracy'needs to be small and its mandate fairly regional or local
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Groups most pre-adapted to developing co-management . are. those that already have a.
cohesive social system, particularly where a group can effectively define its boundaries· so
. th~t~membership is clear.

Most favourable mechanisms and conditions supportingco-manageinent

Formalised, legal and multi-year agreements
Where there is a mechanism for re-circulating into communities some of the wealth
generated by 'more Intensive, superior management
Where the mechanisms for conserving and enhancing the resource can synchronously
conserve and enhance the operation ofa cultural system
Maintained where extenial support can be· recruited· from non-government scientists or
universities, for example
Where external fora of discussion that include participants other than the predominant
resourCe users and government officials can be involved in co-management conCerns .

. New human relationships

Co-operation among indivjdual resource user~ and resource user groups in planning the
improvement of resource management practice
Commitment among resource users to share both the costs and benefits of their efforts
towards enhancement. and conservation of resources
Enhances the P9sition of resource users so that a more equal negotiating relationship exists
between all resource· users
Willingness is created among both resource users and government officials .to share data
about the resource
.
A higher degree of trust between resource users and government officials
Improved ability to develop and implement successfully policies that resource users perceive
as a:ppropriate and legitimate
.

.

AlI~ws for a range of self-~anagement responsibilities. to be assumed by res~urce users.
Tentative propositions

Higher (possibly citizens') authority can act as an appeal body on local equity questions
More favourable where bureaucrats have direct experience in the industry, and are willing
to have ahands.-on working relationship with resource users'
Where more than one group of stakeholders, co-management operates best where technical
. COncerns are separated from allocation decisions
58

Where more than one group of stakeholders, favourable where there are opportunities for
creative, informal problem-solving among stakeholders (possibly without government
present)

-.

Where one large group only, best where decisions about regulations, allocations, etc. are
made on the same level as that which information is collected on technical concerns such
as health of resource.

Process requirements

Institutional mechanisms provide appropriate conditions for co-operative management to
.
develop.

S9
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APPENDIX 2

Feedback on the co-management model'

General comments
(i)
principle of co-operation is excellent as it works against the normal adversarial arrangement,
(ii) .

co-operative management ShDUld not imply mediocrity or bad compromises,

(iii)

the positiDn of co-operative management as a decentralised process and its ability to
accommodate. national goals and Objectives are unclear,

(iv)

important to look at alternatives to legislative procedures for the achievement of resource
management outcomes,

(v) _ co-management is not strictly applicable to land management. Land users already have
bundles of rights etc., it is not simply Ii matter of groups with competing interests,
. (vi)

iflocal communities are involved from the start,the initiative is likely to be better focused,

.(vii)

resource users need to be involved in decision making .and management,

(viii)

assumes that once groups were formed they would move to~ards resource management
responsibilities,

(ix).

impDrtant to get community groups established rather than develop co-management
techni~ues,

(x)

government is interested. in working with groups to solve land management problems,

(xi)

SDme sort of ownership of the land management problem has to be worked through,

(xii)

what will encourage. group consciousness to make resource users want to participate in cooperative management?
.

(xiii)

very difficult. to change land management practices,

(xiv)

difficulties in applying Northern American fisheries experience to a New Zealand land use
context,

(xv)

costs and benefits of altered arrangements ought to be co~sidered, .

(xvi)

sharp distinction between CD-management and consultative approaches,

(xvii)

different cultural attitudes to land,

(xviii)

appears that the high country meets most of the conditions and could benefit from a cooperative approaCh;

(xix)

nDt

(xx)

problem. of reconciling grass roots SUpPDrt and wider community interests including
statutory oJ)ligations,

clear what is involved in a co-operative management process,
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(xxi)

initiatives in land management arebeing promoted through Uindeare groups which are one
way of reconciling public and private interests in land management,

(xxii)

much of the problem of land management revolves around questions of ownership and the
.
rights and responsibilities granted tinder differen~ tenures, and

(xxiii)

to what extent is co~operative management compatible
established under other initiatives?

withLandcare~type

organisations

Pre-conditions
(i)
important to include' the economic and social dimensions to problems in resource
management,

(ii)

distinction between those not directly involved in the issue (external support) and those who
are players in the process,

(iii)

in a crisis it is difficult for people.affected to contribute financially,

.(iv)

co~management

should aim to pre-empt crises,

(v)

co-management should operate where conservation of a resource also conserves local
.
communities,

(vi)

crisis in high country is lead!ng to community initiatives and sense of ownership,

(vii)'

co-management could be seen as arrangements that strengthen property rights by mutual
agreement,

(viii)

rieed to recognise that short-term needs tend to be acted upon before long-term
considerations,

(ix)

recognition of an emotional or spiritual dimension to decision making,

(x)

requires excellent facilitation,

(xi)

people need to be made aware of the implications of policy and processes,

(xii)

less opportunity for experimental management, for recirculating wealth into communities,
external support provisions should be enhanced, and

(xiii)

formalised, legal, and multi-year agreements need not be the most favourable mechanisms
.
and conditions supporting co-management.

Scale
(i)

need for government to accept unique local solutions,

(ii)

process is better suited to small geographic areas,

(iii)

government bureaucracy should be minimised, .

(iv)

scale important but depends on' enthusiasm of local community ami devolution of control
by agencies,
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.

(v)

co-management implies reasonably close linkages yet problems may be large river basin
scale,

(vi)

benefits of using outsiders should not be overlooked, solely local initiatives can flounder
without access to expertise etc., and
.
.

(vii)

high country is well defined geographically and primary users well organised.

Groups

(i)

parallels with Landcare, especially ViCtoria,

(ii)

desirable to build on existing organisations,

(iii)

good leadership essential but not to the detriment of the less vocal,

(iv)

easier to work with existing groups,

(v)

well organised sub-groupings imply co-operation,

(vi)

need for training in facilitation skills, and

(vii)

both runholders and oth~rinterest groups well organisedbut differ as to their investment'
in the resource.

Interactions
(i)
Maori involvement could be facilitated by the process but could conflict with cultural
constraints on the use of knowledge,
(ii)

experience has shown that providing opportunity for consultation and consensus improves.
understanding of different perspectives and . hence resource management outcomes,

(iii)

can lead to a sharing of cost~ and benefits,

(iv)

can improve implementation of policies provided affected groups participate fully and the
benefits target problem areas,

(v)

(vi)

Rabb~t and Land Management Programme and South Island Forest Development Trust
. enable participants to gain a better understanding of each other, hence co-operation and
. support occurs across agencies and in the lpcal community. Need for flexibility to allow new
opportunities,

co-managementinternalises externalities,

(vii) .' need to consider the relationship between use of physical lind non-physical resources within
the wider economic system,
(viii)

resource.users fall into several groups with different aims and rights, and

(ix)

any co-operative management process that focuses on' users must take account of existing
property rights while allowing for other uses.
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